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PREFACE.
While still very young in the experience of applying
theory to practice the author conceived certain modes of rotary
energy transformers, involving fluid carrying media, which gave
promise of having great practical advantages. The required trans-
formations and motions did not at the time seem to be at variance
with the general laws involved. In fact mental picture seemed so
real to the author that others were thereby convinced of the fea-
sibility of the undertaking and accordingly plane were drawn for
the construction of apparatus with which to carry on experiemntal
work in this respect.
During the period of construction of the apparatus, (cov-
ering about eighteen months of the years 1913-14), the author was
continually occupied with the attempt to more exactly coordinate and
apply the theories involved and after much intense thought the real
nature, of the activities involved became more evident. As the so-
lution of the problem was forced to light it became apparent that
the original conception was fallacious. The original dream was
shattered but this was compensated for by a knowledge of the truth
and from this began the development of the theory which is herewith
presented.
It is the exact fundamental theory involved in all such
continuous flow transformers as are described in the introduction,
and accordingly the work is submitted for study to advanced engin-
eering students, and as a guide to engineers for the design of the
transformers mentioned.
For the fundamentals of the dynamics involved the work

of A. G. 7/ebster, "The Dynamics of Particles and Ridig, Elastic and
Fluid Bodies", has "been consulted, and for the thermodynamics the
hooks, on this subject, of G. H. Bryan and G. A. Goodenough have been
consulted. In a few instances equations have been taken bodily from
these works and for these the reference is given in the foot notes.
University of Oklahoma, W. J. Wohlenberg.
Llay 1, 1916.
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NOTATION.
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tals.
Energy magnitudes, excepting certain force coordinates,
have been represented by other capital letters, and the differenti-
al transformations between forms of energy have been denoted by com-
binations as dN$ where N and represent the forms of
energy active in the transformation. With the positive sign $
is being transformed to N and vice versa for the minus sign.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
The simplest controllable mechanical motion of any rigid
body, especially for high speeds, is its rotation about its center of
mass. Engineers have begun to realize the practical importance of
this and accordingly we have seen in the past few decades the remark-
able growth of the steam turbines, centrifugal pumps, rotary air
compressors and other such types of energy transformers.
This remarkably rapid practical development of the mod-
ern continuous flow rotary energy transformer, has not however been
preceeded, or accompanied, by the development of a general theory
expressed in terms of coordinates directly applicable to the engi-
neering solution of the activities involved. In this respect the
theory being applied to those transformers, involving centrifugal
forces as a means, is especially weak and poorly coordinated.
All continuous flow transformers, have the energy car-
rying medium flowing continuously through moving and stationary
channels, in both of which energetic transformations may occur. Sta-
tionary channels now are merely the particular cases of those moving
channels having constant velocity, in which the said constant veloc-
ity has the special magnitude zero. Therefore, a general theory
of energetic transformations in moving channels is likewise applica-
ble to the stationary channels of the transformers as, for these the
coordinates representing the channels motion and its rate of varia-
tion of motion merely vanish from the differential equations of the
activity.
This Taper represents the completion of a theoretical
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research started by the author during his fellowship in the engineer-
ing experiment station of the University of Illinois an the work is
occupied with the attempt to present an exact and coordinated theory
of the energetic activities through any such channels (having contin-
uous flow of fluid energy carrying media through them) as are and
may be used in energy transformers' and j furthermore, to express all
quantities involved in terms of coordinates readily adaptable to the
engineering solution of these activities.
The development of any general theory in terms of such
usable coordinates involves however the broadest principles and laws
of material nature and accordingly the opening sections of this pa-
per are devoted to the exposition of these theories in as brief and
concise a manner as seeded to the author to be consistent with the
general scope of the work undertaken. Common conventionalities con-
cerning the general exposition of thene laws have been sometimes
disregarded for v/hat seemed to be an easier road to an understanding
and appreciation of them.
It has been found convenient, for the purpose of expo-
sition, to consider matter in a statistical sense and then define
energy as that universal property possessed by all [articles where-
by every particle has itself a potentiality for causing a change in
the :r-aterial relativity of all matter within its energetic vicinity.
Force in a direction has been defined as a condition of energy in
that direction determining the intensity with which an activity
caused by that force or condition would take place. Energy is thus
postulated as an entity whose intensity or concentration depends on
material relativity and which entity furthermore has within itself
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the causal origin of its own activities. The cruse of the activity-
is called force. An activity hns then teen described as MONO- ACQ? I VI}
BI -ACTIVE or POLYACTIVE according as to v/hether in the activity-
forces are considered as active between one or more different sub-
divisions of matter and it has "been shown that for unit efficiency
of transformation an activity must be monoactive.
With this conception of the nature of the activity and
the ereneral notion of potential the whole theory of transformations
has been directly deduced from Newton's Laws of Llotion and Hamilton'o
Principle. It has also, by this means, been found possible to draw
a sharp and exact distinction between conservative and uhconserva-
tive activities and furthermore it is shown that conservative activ-
ities only have potentials in that, by definition the potential im-
plies an ultimately active subdivision of matter and this is exactly
the condition of conversative activity. This mode of describing the
activity has thus been found to admirably lend itself in coordinat-
ing the general theory of activity and the author therefore feels
satisfied in having, as he believes, the ends justify the means. In-
deed it is a question if the means do not in themselves become jus-
tifiable in that they afford a more convenient and systematic de-
scription of the activity.
An attempt has been made to devise such a system of
transformation symbols that all of the component transformations
of the activity can be systematically represented and investigated.
This has been accomplished, in a measure at least, by means of sym-
bols of the type df\l$ where the subscript denotes the form of en-
ergy undergoing a differential transformation to that form repre-
sented by the differential letter proper N . In such a system a
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general equation of conservation for the adiabatic activity is writ-
ten in the form dD = dG$ +dN$ +- dI\C
where D, G, and N represent respectively, dynamic, gravitational
and kinetic forms of energy and W represents work done or energy
of external systems. represents the thermodynamic potential
U+ PV where U
,
P, and V represent respectively intrinsic
energy, pressure and volume. This potential has "been called the
CCH?IGU?.ATIONAL ENERGY instead of heat content by which name it is
ordinarily known* This substitution of terms is justifiable from the
general definition of energy. Indeed it is necessary for the sake of
consistency, in that heat is in general understood to be a mode of
transmitting energy whence the term heat content is erroneous. The
energy compensated for in the action W is written with the triple
index as N to denote the components df\lw , d $w , and dGw
The symbol for kinetic energy is used to imply that for the type of
transformers considered the whole action is fundamentally ZERO ORDER
kinetic where the modifying term zero order indicates our order of
magnitude of active parts. Furthermore it has been shown that trans-
formations of the type dWz , where Z is not zero order kinet-
ic energy, are more accurately represented by the combination dN z
with dWN ' where N represents an intermediate form of energy
which is kinetic and never exists in quantity separately from N •
To distinguish between the constraints determining the
quantity of flow the former have been named DE3TRAHJTS and the lat-
QUA1ISTRAIIITS. To define the quanstraints we need merely the coor-
dinate area, which we have assumed to vary so that the equation of
the mass continuity
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area. - Weight per second
relative velociTy x~ density
is continuously satisfied. It is however shown in the subject mat-
ter under continuity that for continuity of flow the fluids physi-
cal configuration must be capable of undergoing the variations
imposed by the above relation. The above permissible variations
are thus, for strict continuity and equilibrium, limited to the
condition of CONFIGURATIONS CONTINUITY and it is discovered
that a critical magnitude of the channels surface angularity for
such continuity is expressed by the relation
y 2 C,,
where for the section under consideration ~L°
t
,
represents said
critical surface angularity. It is such that for X, /> T,c
the flow can not conform to the channel or, configurational conti-
nuity is impossible. Of the other quantities C2 =
where Yx represents the relative velocity (at the section under
consideration) and is the fluids density, C5 = ^^*^5cr
'§rf
where CT is the angularity of channels axis with its direction of
motion and ^3. represents the rate of variation of the channels
velocity with respect the axial position X , and ilP and
represent respectively the rate of fluid pressure variation along
the axis and normal to it. This formula is generally applicable
and by means of it critical relations are arrived at for flow in
diverging and converging channels for both increasing and decreas-
ing space rates of pressure variation.
ith the above relations as to quanatraints satisfied
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it becomes the problem of the engineer either to determine the nec-
essary destraint variations to accomplish a certain action with a
given energetic transformation; to find what action will result
from a given transformation over given destraints or last; to find
the transformation required for a given action over destraints. It
is therefore very important that to define the destraints a compre-
hensive and usable system of coordinates be adopted and accordingly
the whole of chapter III is given to the development of such a sys-
tem of defining coordinates. The absolute and relative motions of
the fluid and the absolute motion of the vane or channel are consid-
ered. General equations in terms of the destraint angularity or
direction, relative fluid velocity absolute or peripheral vane veloc-
ity are arrived at for the radial, axial, peripheral, normal and tan-
gential components. Either the first three or the last two are suf-
ficient to specify the magnitude of a vector but whereas tangential
and noimal components will be found particularly applicable in in-
vestigations of the action for different force distri butions they
will not be so for an investigation of centrfugal effects. Here the
radial component is of particular significance and accordingly in
these investigations vectors are specified by radial axial and peri-
pheral components. In addition to these a system of gravity coordi-
nates is developed for use in investigations in those particular
cases wherein gravity has an appreciable effect on the activity. The
reader inter sted only in the use of these coordinates, and to whom
the ...atter of development is one of indifference, is referred in
Chapter III directly to articles 25, 26 and 27. These articles with
the brief exposition of the coordinates at the beginning of Chapter
IV should determine exactly, in the mind of the reader, the quanti-

ties which they represent.
The normal components of the fluids motion are obvious-
ly never free of constraints unless the normal channel motion
should happen to be coincident with the constraint free motion of
the fluid. It is discovered in Chapter IV that the normal component
of any action is always wholly compensated for in the zero order
kinetic energy of the fluid. The tangoibial component of the action
and motions may be free of constraint but when not so it has been
shown that three distinct conditions of the tangential force or con-
straint distribution are conceivable. The force considered obvious-
ly has one point of application on the fluid particle under consid-
eration. The other point of application is called the REACTING
POINT and for the mentioned conceivable force distribution this
point is considered first as wholly situated in adjacent fluid par-
ticles, secondly as situated wholly in the channel or vane surface
and thirdly as being partially situated in both.
It is discovered for the first case that the whole ac-
tion of the fluid is compensated for in the zero order kinetic ener-
gy of the fluid and that for zero tangential constraint (and hence
least kinetic variation) the tangential action vanishes. For this
class of action, when centrifugal forces have zero effect, the vari-
ation of the relative velocity Y for least action is represented
by the expression.
Y
x
= y, +Jcoso-de
where o~ represents the destraint angularities with the direction
of motion and 6 their absolute velocity in the direction of motion
The actions and hence the terminal potential variations which will
occur over a path are obviously a function of the path. In a spe-

cial oase the variation de vanishes and we have as the relative
velocity equation for least action
Y„ - Y, = constant
V7hich is likewise applicable to stationary channels where now Y
represents the velocity of flow c| .
For an action of the second class the tangential ac-
tion and hence the total action is in general only partially com-
pensated for in the kinetic energy of the fluid. The remaining
compensation obviously is in the potential energy of the medium and
this part of the compensation is represented in general for a parti-
cle dm by the expression
dLl^dm^f jrcoscrde - rdf)
where in the special case when de vanishes we have
d L l.'=
-4fy*C
which is as abov3 applicable to stationary channels when Y is
replaced by cj • The right hand member is then exactly the varia-
tion of the kinetic energy N .
An analysis shows that an action of the third class,
if it actually did exist as described involves in adjacent fluid
partcles a difference (due to action) of their ate of variation
of potential with the result that there would exist an irreversible
flow of energy between them. Further analysis shows that if the
law of least action is to be obeyed universally by all the parts of
the active medium that, when the terminal sates of the active me-
diums energy are exactly as they would exist if the activity occur-
ed as above described, that the actual mode of the activity can not
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be as so described, but is exactly as that of class II, where now
the ideal medium is considered replaced by one possessing a RE-
STRAINED CR IMPERFECT AVAILABLE EgBRGY . That is in the actual
activity the irreversibilities occur simultaneously with the action
or, adjacent differential parts exist at the same potential whence
there is HOLIEGBIIIETY OF IRREVERSIBILITY. For such an activity
between given limits of potential the actual available energy is
%a A)
Z
whereas for the ideal medium between the same limits
it would be A/2 where the factor V is a referred effici-
ency of the process and will be a minimum. If the activity is bi-
active or roly-active then for each successive order of parts there
will in this sense be an arranging, for lower order activity, trans
formation whose efficiency may be represented by a term . The
final available energy of an activity originating in the or-
der will be f , f £ /\.v:hexe A n is the available energy in
the n - order of parts for available arrangements in the n-l
order and whe re ^ , , ^ are the arranging efficiencies
which will each separately be minimums.
To study the centrifugal effects a CONSTRAINT FUNCTION
I (whose magnitude is exactly equal to the increase of the radi-
al component of kinetic energy N necessary to cause the projec-
tion into the rotational plane, of the motion under consideration,
to be rectilin.ar) is introduced. It is found that I is otherwise
exactly proportional to the magnitude of the radial force, or head,
being exerted by a unit mass due to its curvilinear motion depend-
ing upon whether the unit considered is of volume or weight. The
use of this function leads to particularly interesting and useful
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results in the derivation of expressions representing the pressure
and force heads existing in a column of fluid in such curvilinear
motion as described. The rate of variation of head is represented
by the expression
dh = il + (21)
where jo and cj
e
represent respectively the radius and the absolute
peripheral velccity of the fluid and where I is represented by the
expression
in which Cj^> represents the relative radial vel city of the mass
under consideration. Again the head differential is reduced to a
singularly comprehensive and useful expression as follows
dh=VdP=^I^ +(f]|e dp
where V represent the specific volume of the fluid and the other
terms are as above.
For rectilinear motion the centrifugal constraints
vanish whence the above derivative likewise vanishes. It has the
peculiar form in which the condition for which he first derivative
vanishes likewise is the condition for the vanishing of all orders
of derivatives. This forces the conclusion that in a centrifugal
head there are no maximum or minimum points between the terminals.
This is also otherwise obvious.
From the analysis disclosing the exact nature of a
centrifugal head it is found that such a head does not in itself
re-present energy and that therefore if energy is necessary for the
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compression it must be supplied either from the fluids ovm pre-
viously attained kinetic energy N or from an external source
of energy as heat. The terms 5 BP?IE and COMPOUND centrifugal
compression have been introduced to distinguish the constant
volume compression of incompressible media, unaccompanied by
a compensating reduction in the fluids radial component of
kinetic energy, from the compression in which now the force
head is compensated for by a reduction in the fluids radial
component of kinetic energy N and thus represents actual
energy stored within the fluid. It is disclosed also that com-
pound compression may exist for incompressible media as well as
for compressible media.
The terms CEIT TRI -VAflESCEITT and CENTBI -FORCE are intro-
duced to distinguish the field of condition in which centrifugal
force resultants vanish from that in which these forces exist
and it is discovered that a critical ratic
exists such that if cj^ > q e the state of motion is centri-
vanescent and if q < cj e the state of motion is in a centri-
force condition. This critical ration leads at a section X
to a critical magnitude r
x
of the relative velocity re-
presented by the expression
yc
__
e_K
* sin <$
x
+- cos <r
x
where as above if Y
x
==; YA
° the motion is in a centri -vane scent
state and if Y, < lf c it is in a centri-force state. These
conditions are also respectively interpreted as a state of motion
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in which the tangential component of the centrifugal constraint
vanishes and one in which such a constraint component exists.
Of particular importance to the general knowledge of
designers is the analysis on 'Constraint Variations Possible for
Equilibrium During the Activity". It is discovered for instance
that compound centrifugal compression is impractical and hence
should be avoided if possible. Considerable light is shed on the
manner of destraint variations for which equilibrium is possible
with various types of activities.
These general rules combined with the developed exact
theory, expressed in differential equations, directly applicable
to any part of the activity, will directly lead to the design for-
mulae for the solution of the complete activity, "Tien this solution
is arrived at it will furthermore be an engineering solution because
all the qualities involved have been expressed in terms of demen-
sional coordinates for the destraints, ouanstraints , rates of motion
and the energetic and hence physical state of the fluids used as en-
ergy carrying media.
^t should be noted as before stated that the general
differential equations are applicable to stationary channels as well
as to moving channels. For these applications the motion coordinate
e and its variation de will vanish from the equations and the
relative velocity through the channel will become identical to the
absolute velocity of flow cj . 7/e have thus for stationary
channels the foregoing equations subjected to the conditions
e = de = o
and

In concluding the presented general theory the author
feels that there is likewise a place for a work presenting numerous
particular applications of tnis theory in which design formulae are
arrived at from the diff rential equations here presented. The re-
sults arrived at from ssuoh design formulae will in general be mul-
tiplied by certain design factors and the deviations of these fac-
tor values from unity will depend both upon the exactness of the
data, in use, of the properties of ^he fluid media and on the de-
grees of perfectness of the actual channels, and the flow there
throvgh, with respect the ideal or reference channels and activi-
ties to which the calculations will directly apply. Accordingly
the author looks forward with pleasure to the time when circum-
stances will be favorable for the further development of the more
particular applications of this theory.
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SBAgCBB I.
ACTIVE EggggY
1. GENERAL CONCEPTION OF RELATIONS OF ENERGY AND MATTER.
Energy is the name given to that entity, whatever it is, "by virtue
of which variations occur in the relativity of states of material
existence. It is thus purely a relative quantity.
If now we choose to consider matter as indefinitely di-
visible into small particles, then we may choose as the ultimate sub-
divisions, of any system, a particle so small that at any instant
its material relativity is wholly described by its relative position,
the rate at which it is varying its relative position and the influ-
ence or force state which exists between it and neighboring parti-
cles.
A system whose relativity can thus be described is call-
ed a dynamical system and the forces active therein are called
dynamical forces. In this sense therefore any system whatsoever
may, in the ultimate analysis, be reduced to a dynamical system and
the ulti .ate changes therein will be according to Newton f s Laws of
Motion. The rate of relative positional variation is exactly the
relative velocity, and the potentiality for causing variations in
the relativity of material arrangements by virtue of this velocity
is called kinetic energy. The potentiality for causing variations
in the relativity of material arrangements because of the influence
or forces existing by virtue of the mean positional arrangements is
called the potential ene rgy of the system. The encrgj of any sys-
tem has in general therefore the two components kinetic and poten-
tial, and in any state the sum of both or the total energy will be
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measured "by the magnitude of the variation of relative material
arrangement caused from this state to attain some standard or refer-
ence state of material relativity.
Observing again the ultimate particles considered active
in the transformation v;e may define energy as being the universal
property possessed by all of these particles whereby every particle
has itself a potentiality for causing variations in the material
relativity among all particles within its energetic vicinity. If
now these energetic particles become so placed relatively that the
influence^ existing between them actually cause changes in their
energetic proximities , that ±s in thoir mean relative arrangements,
then an energetic activity is said to have taken place.
We have given different names to these activities and
the direct influences causing them depending upon what order of sub-
divisions of matter we consider as being effected by the activity
or active influence. For instance, to the activity causing a rela-
tive rearrangement of the atoms we have given the name chemical
reaction, the activity causing a change in the rate of motion of the
molecules we have said is due to transference of energy as heat and
the influence causing the transference is temperature difference,
then the parts of natter influenced in their relative positions are
of the order of magnitudes of quantities with which we can directly
deal we say there has been an activity of dynamic energy, or work
has been done. The direct influence causing this activity is said
in this case to be a mechanical or dynamic force or just a force. In
all the cases mentioned however there have been forces involved and
in the ultimate analysis these forces, as before noted, can in the
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above sense "be considered as reduced to dynamical forces. In the
first case these forces should in this sense be considered effective
between atoms, in the second case between molecules and in th. third
case between parts of matter of our own order of magnitude. In gen-
eral, force in any direction is merely the condition of energy in
that direction determining the intensity with which the energetic
activity resulting from that lorce takes place .
Every energetic group or aggregate, as a molecule
considered as made up of atoms or the atom considered as made up
of electrons, possesses now, as before noted, such a property that
by virtue of the energetic proximity of other such groups a relative
influence exists between them. Furthermore these influences are of
exactly the same magnitude when the relativity of the same or same
kinds of sub-divisions of matter is the same . This property is a
physical realization of the fundamental equation of energetic activ-
ity.
In a materially isolated system now, the quantity of
matter must he constant, for, if matter is indefinitely divisible
it is certainly indestructible. If furthermore this system is ener-
getically isolated then since the quantity of energy within a given
system is a function of the existent material relativity only and
since in the considered system the quantity of material is constant
it follows that only such variations of material relativity can
occur as will leave the energy constant .
In transferring or transforming energy it is in general
not ossible to have the change occur entirely into the special
energetic channel into which we desire, for the purpose, to direct
this change but instead there will be energetic leaks into other
forms of enerry. For instance if it is desired to transform some
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intrinsic energy possessed by a fluid to dynamic energy available to
do work, the whole nuantity of intrinsic energy transformed is
greater than that which appears as dynamic energy. In the process
part of the intrinsic energy has been transformed to energy of the
same and possibly other forms at a lower potential. The ratio of
the quantity of energy transformed into the desired energetic chan-
nel to Jche whole quantity transformed to that and other channels,
during the process, is called the transformation efficiency of the
process. To have an energetic transformation therefore with unit
efficiency it is necessary that the total nergy of the transforma-
tion appears in that form in which we desire to have it transformed.
If however we consider energy as conservatively active then all pro-
cesses have an absolute efficiency of unity as the absolute consid-
ered quantity of energy within the active systems remains the same.
Work is the name for the useful dynamic activity in
parts of matter of our order of magnitude. TCe shall call these of
the ZERO- Ql\PER of magnitude and in general we desire to change or
rearrange these for some purpose. In order that these changes may
be accomplished we must first avail ourselves of an amount of zero
order dynamic energy equal to or greater than that required to pro-
duce these changes and secondly have a means for directing its
activity so that these changes will be brought about by said activ-
ity. The act of rearranging material parts is called working and
the accomplishment of the rearrangement work done. Y/ork done thus
represents exactly a variation of the zero order dynamic energy
and hence work it. elf is mo rely another name for zero order dynamic
energy .
2. CONVENIENT CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGETIC SYSTEMS.
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Ordinarily we speak of a dynamic system as one in which the only
activity is among a single order of magnitude of material sub-divis-
ions and that sub-division of our own order of magnitude. We will
as before noted call this the zero order of magnitude and for the
sake of convenience will call the considered infinitesimal parts or
particles as being of higher orders. Thus the first considered
order of infinitesimal with respect to us will be called of the
first order, the next of the second order , etc.
What we speak of as a dynamic system is therefore real-
ly a system whose active energy causes a variation in the material
relativity in parts of matter of the zero order of magnitude only
and certainly a better descriptive term for such is certainly
MOgQACTTVE SYSTEMS OF THE '^~SR0 KgEB
,
me aning that force is active
between parts of matter of one order only and that of the zero or-
A monoactive system of any order obviously can only
exist ideally, as, there will inevitably always be internal activ-
ities caused which ,111 result in motional disturbances of parts
of matter of higher orders than those involved in the activity in
Question. These internal disturbances occur at the expense of ex-
ternal disturbances because of the general influence existing be-
tween all parts of matter within energetic vicinity of each other.
«e can therefore only approach the condition of monoactivity as an
inattainable limit. Actually all activities are at least biactive.
All monoactive systems would have efficiencies of transformation
eoual to unity and conversely in general in order to have an effi -
ciency of unity the activity must be so constrained as to be mono -
cctive.

[
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1 An order of material sub-divisions may nov; be considered
as being separately composed of a finite number of parts as
molecutes are of atoms. Activities may take the place among
an order of parts which leaves wholly undisturbed the relative
arrangement of the finite sub-divisions of this order of active
parts. The arrangement may then be said to be such that the
finite sub-divisional arrangements are not within the energetic
vicinity of each other and hence no activity occurs due to them.
Tnen such an activity does not occur simultaneously with that
of the aggregate or renewed aggregates which the activity forms
we will still call it a biactivity even though the orders of
active parts are considered as finitely related instead of
infinitely. It will then be spoken of as a biactivity of
whatever order of parts it is composed.
3. MOTIONS AND EQUILIBRIUM IN MONOACTIVE SYSTEMS.
Since in the ultimate analysis all activities may be considered
as being reducible to forces active between one or more orders
of magnitude of mass parts we have, as before stated, as the
laws which all ultimate activities obey Newton's Laws of Motion .
These are stated as follows:
-
I . A body persists in a state of rest or uniform straight
line motion unless compelled by a force to change this state .
II. The change of motion produced is proportional to
the force applied and in the straight line direction of this
force
.
III. To every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction.
By applying these laws the fundamental equations of dy-
namic motion may be stated as follows:-
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(X T -m, fi;)=0
(YT -mr ^)=0
(Zr -m,^) =
where XT) Yr , and Z r represent the farce components caused
J 2 ,2
respectively by the acceleration components 7 Q & and
of the mass m r or vice versa.
If we consider the particle m r now to undergo an
arbitrary displacement from its actual path such that the displace-
ment components are S x T , Syy , and Sz. r respectively, we have as
the virtual work of the particles displacement said infinitesimal
amount from the actual path;
U^.m^).£.x,*CC-m^yfy^{Zr-t^^)Szr =o
which, since it vanishes for the arbitrary particle m Y will like-
wise vanish for all particles. This equation is the mathematical
statement of D'Alembert's principle and is exactly the fundamental
dynamical equation for any system in dynamical equilibrium.
From this equation Hamilton's principle and the Princi-
ple of Least Action may be directly deduced but which, since it is
the object here rather to study their application than their origin,
we will merely state and interpret. *
Hamilton's principle is thus most briefly stated as
re IN and w repr sent respectively kinetic and potential
*See A.G.Webster, The Dynamics of Particles and of Rigid, Elastic
and i'luid Bodies. Chapter IV.
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energy and t the time. In words the expression is equivalent
to stating that during the change of configuration "between the time
limits t fi and t, , the path of the actual change will be such
that with respect to any neighboring path, separated from the actual
path by only an infinitesimal amount, the above variation vanishes,
which cm obviously only be true if this difference is either a max-
imum or a minimum. The principle is otherwise very simply stated
in words as • the time mean of the difference of the kinetic
and potential energies is a minimum or; in natural dynamical systems
all notions take place so as to tend to equalize the kinetic and
potential energies .
When the above equation is applied to dynamically con-
servative systems it reduces to the expression
or the integral of kinetic energy is a minimum on the actual path as
compared to that on any other path between the same time limits. The
variation of kinetic energy is compensated for in dynamical systems,
as will later be shown, wholly in work done and hence the above
expression is exactly equivalent to stating that the work done or
the action will be a minimum . It is accordingly known as the Prin-
ciple of Least Action or Least ..ork . Furthermore if over a given
path in such a system the variation of kinetic energy is a minimum,
then because F=m where c\ represents velocity, the
existing forces F will be a minimum and hence the natural path is
likewise the path of Least liesistance.
These principles are now applicable to dynamical sys-
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terns and since any monoactive system can in the ultimate analysis
"be reduced to a dynamical system we conclude that they likewise
describe the motions in any monoactive system free of constraints.
The motions need not however necessarily have to have three dimen-
sional space to move in, r.s if for instance, we have planar motion
merely one of the coordinates *> y , or z vanishes from the equation
of motion and hence the corresponding equation itself vanishes. The
remaining equations will "be exactly of the form they were and the
same results will be arrived aifc as regards the equilibrium of uncon-
strained planar motion. To apply the equations to motions partially
constrained we consider the components of motion at right angles.
Obviously each component will have zero resultant in the direction
of the others, and hence does not effect them. If the motion is
free in any sense we may find at least one siich component which is
in the direction in which the constraints vanish. This component
will then obey the foregoing laws for equilibrium.
4. NATURE OP POLY-ACTIVITY AND G3NSRAL MOTION OF
POTENTIAL. In polyactivities we shall observe directly the parts
of zero rder of magnitude. In such activities now not only are
the zero order parts undergoing variations of relativity but the
first and possibly higher order of parts are likewise undergoing
such variations. These are such as to cause a variation of the
relative influences existing in the zero order parts and consequent
ly they effect the motions of said parts.
The motions of any single order of parts may thus be
considered to be constrained by the varying influence on them due
tothe varying relativity of other orders of -parts, and for such
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the motions fire not completely described by the foregoing principles.
\7e must accordingly introduce other coordinates in terms of which we
can specify at least the quantitative effect of these varying con-
straints on the energy coordinates used to describe the energetic
state of tlr system, and for this purpose we introduce the general
notion of potential . It is fundrunentally purely a relative term
just as are all our other coordinates and the zero of its numerical
magnitude is, as such, based on whatever order of parts are consid-
ered as being the ultimately active parts of our active system. Thus
the potential temperature is so defined that it vanishes when the
molecular potentiality for activity has been reduced to zero.
We are justified by experience in assuming that such
pot en "CiaIs exist for all energetic systems but are limited to a
knowledge of how to specify them,by a comparison of the activity, which
their variation would cause, with the zero order measurable physical
effect hich they produce in some material medium. We establish a
unit of activity accomplished or action and a unit of measurable ef-
fect and when we discover such a coordinate (which is measured in
terms of said measurable effect) that the available action of a kind
between riven limits of variation of said coordinate is a function
only of these limits then we call it a potential. In the proper
system of units this potential is then an exact measure of the quan-
tity of energy available for said action above the state of energy
considered zero when said potential is considered as vanishing.
Such a system of units is universally choosen whence;
the choosen potentials of poly-active systems have relativity it ,
exactly the same properties as has the potential energy of the
monoactive system with respect to it for ; if we considered the
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absolute value of the potential in "both c ses and both systems aro
conservative we will nave the relations
dN=-dW
c*nd d H = - dL
where dN and dH are respectively defined as the total action
of the mono and poly active systems caused respectively by the va-
riations - dW ana -dL in their potentials. The differential ac-
tion d H now represent exactly the whole work done at the expense
of potential energy L . It may appear wholly as zero order kin-
etic energy N or may simultaneously with its generation be parti-
ally or wholly converted to zero order potential or other forms of
energy.
If we consider as above that the potentials W and U
are absolute with respect to the activity in question then our ac-
tive systems must inevitably be considered as being conservative
for; by the absolute potential of the energy involved in an activi-
ty, we imply that whole quantity which would be available for a
kind of action by reducing to zero the relative energies of all or-
ders of parts considered to be active in the activity. Any lower
or higher orders of | arts are thus considered as having in the ex-
istent condition no energy with respect said activity or at least
they have zero influence on the activity and are thus regarded as
being without the energetic vicinity of the activity even though
physically they may actually be within the space of the activity.
It follows that any activity wherein a definite number of orders of
parts only are effective is conservative and thus has a potential
and we conclude that the principle of conservation itself may be
but relative.
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Here again we are justified however by experience in
assuming that energy is conservatively active and hence, if in the
system of adopted coordinates the equation of conservation does not
hold for the activity as we describe it we merely conclude that ad-
titional coordinates are necessary to completely describe the ac-
tivity, that is, to take account of the ultimately active particles
and parts.
Since now these potentials and the forms cf energy they
are a measure of having been determined from the hysical state only
of the medium, serving as the energy carrier, they are obviously
functions of the physical state of the medium only. Furthermore
since the magnitude of the potential at any and every point is an
exact measure of the intensity of the energy at these points its
variation vail be, in the proper units, exactly the variation of
the energetic intensity and this is exactly the negative of the
force condition existing in this direction. For obviously energy
flows from a higher to a lower intensity and the rate of difference
of the intensity will be an exact measure of the magnitude of the
influence causing the flow. This rate of difference is exactly the
rate of variation of the potential and since by a decrease of ^,his
quantity the influence causing the flow is made existent we conclude
that the force condition of energy causing activity is exactly the
negative space rate of variation of potential . This conclusion can
otherwise be arrived at directly from the eruations of motion as
follows
,
The roduct "orce times displacement has been called
work done or action and a dynamic force has been defined as equal
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to the product of mass and acceleration where acceleration is the
time rate of variation of velocity caused to said mass by said
force. We have thus the differential action equal to
Fds = cis
where m,q,t, and 5, represent respectively mass, velocity, time
and distance. The differential distance ds through which the mass
m moves in time A will now obviously he equal to q eft whence "by
substitution
Fds = mqdc)
where mqdcj is called the differential of the kinetic energy of the
mass m whence; the kinetic energy N is equal to
We will now reserve the process. Differentiating N with respect
to S we have
;
?/here ds = ojdt whence
ds M ds
dN = m 4j F
If a mono active system possesses a potential W it must, as he-
fore explained, "be conservatively active whence
dN = -dW
and it fol ows dN — — dVV p
d S d5
where represents the space rate of variation of potential .
as
Hence for conservative monoactive systems &% least the above rela-
tion is true and since the variations d 1— of the potential L_
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defined for polyactive systems are relatively the poly activity d H
of exactly the same nature as the variation dW is to the action
d N of the monoactivity we conclude that likewise for the polyac-
tivity the relation
1 ds
exists where F is exactly the magnitude of the influence causing
the action d H , or exactly the force.
5. RATES (F POTENT IAX VARIATION FOR EQUILIBRIUM IN
POLYACTIVE SYSTEMS. T,7e will consi3 er in this respect the time and
Bpace rates of variation of the potential. We have as Hamilton's
principle the relation
SI (/v-w)dt = o
or the time mean of the difference (A/-Wji.B a mimimum. Similarly
since relative the poly active system H snd /_ are related as
/V and W in the mono-active systems we write the general equation
of activity for poly active systems as
8f (H-L)ctt=0
or the time mean of the difference ( H -|_) is a minimum .
It should now "be understood that this equation will he
applied exactly to a system in which the energy is conservatively
active whence; within this system the total energy H+L will re-
main constant. The equation does not imply that it will he impos-
sible, by any means whatsoever, to reduce H below a certain
minimum for; obviously if we put our present system in communica-
tion with a second in which the intensities H and l_" are separate-
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ly less than H and L' in the first system then obviously energy
in both forms H and L_ will flow from the first to the second
so that both H and L' decrease and in addition there will in gen-
eral be a flow between H and 1_ at such a rate that the time mean
of the difference (H-L) for the activity will be a minimum.
Considering now the system conservative and such that
I—t of the system is greater than Lt£ of the system after an
interval of activity and hence H+ > H+ then, if the above time
mean is to be a minimum we must have L+ > H+ • If this is true
then when the time mean (H-L) is a minimum we will have the condi-
tion 1 1 i_f
— tt = ^rr L = maximumd t at
or the time rate of decrease of potential will be a maximum. The
differential dH L denotes the transformation from potential
energy L to action. The above condition is true when
_ cfL _ d 2 H L _ odi* " dT* "
and d 5 L
_ d 3 Hi.-__ negative
dt5 "JT5
and hence these relations are the criteria for the condition
of equilibrium of polyactive systems in terms of the time rate
of variation of the potential L_ .
To determine the space rate of variation of potential
for a change we consider the equation of least action as follows:
We have t
or the action is a minimum over the actual path. Since now
IM = j mcj
2
the above condition is obviously fulfilled when m
^
J-
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is a minimum at every instant. But rn f[f is exactly equal to the
dynamical force F existing on the path and this is as before
shown the negative of the space rate of variation of potential. We
have thus as the space rate of variation of potential for equili-
brium the relation
1 j s - — - - — minimum
and as before similarly
— 3rt = minimum
where as before dH L denotes the transformation to H from L .
The above condition is true when
and — 4-J== sLiHl = positive
cA 5 s c\ 5^
Collecting we have as the criteria for the equilibriums
of a poly activity the relations
_
41l = -£LL = o
di* ds 2 a
— AlLz. = neqative — A. L- - positive;
In a similar manner the relations
4" ^= — minimum , and -+- d_L _ rn i n j mt/m
are arrived at for flow in the direction of an increasing
potential. These conditions are true when
d 3L _ _i_ d L _ positive.
6. RATES OF AVAILABLE ENERGY VARIATIONS FOR EQUILI-
BRIUM IB POLYACTIVE SYSTEMS. The conditions of equilibrium may
also be stated in terms of the available energy of the system
where now the available energy is that part of the total energy
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of transformation which is available for direct conversion into
that kind of mono.°.ctivity desired and of which work or dynamic al
activity is the special form to which the term is usually applied.
Consider any two systems at different absolute potentials
and having a transformation of energy between them. A given
quantity of energy transmitted is definite in value no matter be-
tween what places the transmission occurs. The amount of action
which may be obtained by said transmission is however dependent
entirely upon the difference in those potentials, of the two sys-
tems, whose variation causes said action. It furthermore follows
directly from the definitions of potential and activity that, with
respect to said receiving system, the available portion of the
energy transformed is represented by the product - total quantity
of energy transferred times ratio of difference of said potentials
,
of the two systems to that same absolute potential of the trans-
mitting system, whose variation causes said activity.
V/e may consider a system as having zero availability
which exists in the lowest possible practical state of potential
and the availability of any given system with respect to this will
be the ratio of their potential difference to that same potential
of the system under consideration .
V,
r
e see from the foregoing that the considered absolute
potential and the available energy of a given system vary together
in the same sense and are a minimum at the same time and further-
more there is a functional relation between them . The conditions
of equilibrium of activity in terms of the available energy and
availability are therefore exactly as those in terms of the poten-
tial. Letting A represent the available energy and E> the
-
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unavailable energy and letting d BA represent the differential
transformation from available to unavailable energy we have as the
condition of equilibrium for continuous activity
-4r^ = maximum 4^minimumd t ds
which conditions are true when
STP ^ £ >
and L|
1
3
A
-=negative
, ^W§^ =POSitive/
Similarly for the transformation clA B (forced flow
to higher potential from lower) we have as before
= minimum dAs. = minimumdt ds
which condition is satisfied when cj g A B - d 2Ae q
di 2 ds 2
2/)
and d A g — d A e . _ positive
7. EQUILIBRIUM FOE ZERO ACTIVITY. A system may be
in equilibrium in a state of inactivity when for infinitesimal
variations of relativity the potential and hence available energy
does not vary. For stable equilibrium the further condition is
imposed that this energy must be a minimum for; an activity will
obviously, if in progress, not cease until a finite continuance
of activity would cause an increase, or at least not a decrease
of said energy.
We have thus the conditions of stable equilibrium for
inactivity represented mathematically as
<Sl_ =M=o \_ ^ _ _ 3
S L = Positive
,
<?
2
A- --Positive,
8. EQUILIBRIUM FOR FLUID FLOW. We will consider
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here briefly the flow of fluids through channels. In general
the velocity of flow will be varying along the channels and we
will first consider the velocity increasing in the direction of
flow.
If the source of fluid flow is kept at a constant poten-
tial then obviously the conditions of equilibrium of first order
activity will be satisfied when the maximum amount of available
energy is taken from it. The total energy and hence the available
energy is proportional to the weight of the fluid. Therefore the
pressure and velocities alon^ the channel will assume such values
that the maximum weight of fluid is passed through the channel
from the source .
If the velocity decreases in the direction of flow
the potential energy and available energy of the receiver are ob-
viously being increased at the expense of kinetic energy of the
fluid. The flow will be such as to have the rate of increase
of available energy in the receiver a minimum, or, the pressures
and velocities will assume such values as to cause the minimum
weight of fluid to be passed through the channels to a receiver
at a hirrher potential .
Suppose that the channels are moving. We are concerned
with the relative velocities and their variations. Obviously the
conditions of equilibrium will be satisfied exactly as stated in
the foregoing paragraphs, for these cases in which the potential
varies al^ng the path, and the exchange of a dynamic energy between
the fluid and the channel walls upon which the fluids motion is
effective will be according to the principle of least action .
cFig. 1.
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CHAPTER II.
ENERGY COORDINATES, GENERAL EQUATIONS, AND GENERAL METHOD OP
SOLUTION OF ACTIVITY.
9, VARIATIONS DURING ACTIVITY. We ./ill consider a mass
particle dm • of a fluid medium during a differential activity. Dur-
ing such an activity there will in general be a variation dN
of its zero order kinetic energy N because of the changed rate
of motion of its cero order mass center. This mass center will
likewise in general have a variation of vertical position or grav-
ity level so that its zero order positional energy will be varied
an amount d (a • Its temperature T and its volume V will un-
dergo differential variations dT and dV whence the intrinsic
energy U , being the sum of the first order kinetic and potential
energies, will undergo a differential transformation dU .In addi-
tion to these variations of the particles energy there is, during
flow, a displacement variation which results in work done compensat-
ed for in the energy of external sys terns, but which is not apparent
in any of the above variations. To discover the magnitude and na-
ture of this energy variation we will investigate the following sys-
tem.
Referring to figure 1. EI represents a partition of
infinite extension and separating the space D from the space
C • A weightless s :lid riston B extends through an opening of
the partition in such a manner that the joint around said piston
is non-leakable and frictionless.m^g space D contains a fluid medi-
um at pressure P , and if now by means of a force i the piston
is forced a distance 5 into the space D against said fluid
pressure, then an amount of work PA.S. will have been done in
displacing the fluid in said space, where /\ represents the
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area of the piston. This product is otherwise represented as PV
where V is the volume displaced by the piston during its motion.
Since now the piston is weightless and the space D is of infi-
nite extension this work PV is compensated for neither in the pis-
tons energy nor in the intrinsic energy of the medium. Considering
the system at rest in the two limiting states, and since the piston
may be assumed horizontal this work is likewise compensated for in
neither the kinetic energy N of tho medium nor in its energy G .
Nevertheless work PV is done within the space D during the dis-
placement. This work is inevitably compensated for in the energy
of space C and furthermore since this process is obviously re-
versible the compensation of each activity for the other in the
sp ces C and D represents wholly available energy.
Suppose now that instead of the piston B we forced
a fluid medium through the opening. If V is the volume of the
entering fluid then likewise the work PV will have been done at the
expense of external energy in forcing said fluid into the space D
and this work is not apparent in the intensities of the energy com-
ponents G, N or U of the medium in said space . If now this
fluid volume V , forced into D , is again forced out into
,
then obviously an amount of work PV will have been done by the
medium D in forcing said volume V back to the space C
and this again without any apparent effect on the energy components
G
,
N, and U • V/e conclude that with respect the space C the me -
dium in D possesses for a volume V exactly a potential PV
_
aot apparent in the energy_comEonentB G , N and U of said volume
for ; obviously in forcing V into the space D at c onstant G,N and U
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this amount of work must be done and the compensating available
energy from the space C c^n be exnctiy restored again if the volume
V is forced back to C at constant G,N and U and furthermore
the quantity of , ork done is a function of the magnitude of the
coordinates P and V only.
T
.7e c an if v/e choose call the space D the central sys-
tem and the space C the eternal system when obviously the flow
of volume V through the opening is analogous to the flow of
fluid into any chamber containing fluid under pressure. In all
such cases therefore an amount of work (compensated for in external
energy and not apparent in the energy components G,N,and U of
the central system) will be done and; during the differential dis-
placement in any chamber, to or through which fluid is flowing, the
work d(PV) will likewise be compensated for in external energy but
will not be apparent in the variationsdG,dNor d\J •
This quantity of work is, as before stated, obviously
a function of the physical state of the substance only and hence
the product PV is of the exact nature of a potential. We shall
denote it by J and call it the FLOW DISPIA CEMENT potential. The
differential d J of this potential is tbr s represented by the ex-
press ion.
dJ= dfPV)= PdV+VdP 4-
Since now bothdJ and dU are functions of the state
variation only, their sum will be a function of the state varia-
tion only and hence exactly a potential variation. V/e will denote
this sum byd$and since now $ is exactly a measure of the total
energy of medium D , with respect to space G (fig.l.), defin-
ed by the thermodynamic coni igurational coordinates ( P,V,T ) of
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the medium, we will name it the CONFIGUIiATIONAL BNBggg OK POTENTIAL.
It is otherwise known as the heat content but c rtainly this sub-
stitution of terms is justifiable for, by our definition, energy
is the potentiality for causing variations in material relativity
and certainly the part (PV) of this potential is just as much
such a potentiality as the intrinsic energy U itself. It is
exactly a potentiality by virtue of zero order relativity just as
U is a potentiality by virtue of first order relativity. We
have thus
d$ = dU+dJ= dU + d(PVJ - - - 5
where d <£ represents exactly ( when dG and dN vanish within a
chamber or channel too or though which the fluid is flowing) the
total differential compensation foe the differential external
activity c used by the fluid mediums differential energy variation.
If now we have a physically inclosed space so that flu-
id can neither enter nor 1b ave it then the differential dJ van-
ishes for; as before stated the potential J is with respect exter-
nal systems, and if these be physically isolated from the central
system there can obviously be no physical communication between
the fluid of said central system and that of external systems and
hence no variation of J whence dJ vanishes. For such a sys-
tem all of the effects are apparent and accounted for in the vari-
ations dG, dN, and dU of the mediums energy,
10. APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLE CF CONSERVATION.
In terms of the above coordinates the sum total of the differential
activity within the central system which is compensated for in
external energy is f u s represented by the sum
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dN + dG + d<£ + 6
and th's sum furthermore represents exactly the differential of
the total potential defining: the energetic state of the material
relativity, for ::he activities having only first and zero order
parts active.
As the activity is eternal systems compensating for the
above differential we have the differential heat flowdlHbetween the
systems and, since v/ork is exactly the dynamic activity "between
systems, we have as the remaining portion of the compensating activ-
ity, dW the external work done.
We will observe the energy of external systems for the
heat flow and work done and the energy of the central system for
all other transformations. V/ork done and heat flow will thus be
considered positive when increasing the external energy and all
other forms when increasing the energy of the central system. If
now represents the total external compensation it will obvi-
ously have the components dM and dW . We have by applying
the principle of conservation
-dK = -(dM + dW) = dN + dG +d# 7
Any frictional work will directly be transformed back
as low .arade heat to the energy of the central system and hence
it will be necessary to increase the amount of v/ork for a given
transformation by the exact amount of the frictional loss. This
will reduce the amount of heat f low —dM , necessary for a given
-dK, by exactly this amount whence the frictional transformations
cancel out cf the conservation equation. Equation 7 is thus
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true for all processes under consideration './nether with or without
frictional losses.
iiero order dynamic energy D is wholly available for conversion
to work as is likewise the energy of volumetric displacement J but
the intrinsic energy U is not ED. We will, as before, let A
represent and available and B unavailable energy. Then
dA= dG + dN + dJ+dAul 8
and dB=dB u J
where dA y and dS u represent respectively the portion of the
differential dU converted to available and unavailable energy.
11. COMPONENT TRANSFORMATIONS AND THEIR SYMBOLS. In
addition to the transformations represented by the various differ-
entials above, activities may occur between the various forms of
energy vfoich they represent. In oider to represent these we will
use combinations of letter as dWL dl~^ 7 — "
where the two letters following the differential symbol d denote
what forms of energy the transformation is between. If the differ-
ential is negative as —dWL then the differential letter as W de-
notes the form of energy being transformed '.nto that form denoted
by the subscript as L .If the differential is positive as
-hd<P N then the differential letter as <§ denotes the form
of energy being increased at the expense of that form denoted by
the subscript as N .
YJith these conventions such indentities as the following
obviously exist:
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-dw
L
= +dl_w \
-dWN = + dN w
— dw$ s + d<$ w
>
—
~d A B - + dBA/
- 9d
+ dWL =
+ dWN -
4- d$ N s
-dU
-dNw
--3b
/
These identities show how any transformation may be
written in two different ways depending upon whether the obs erver
is primarily noting the decreasing or the increasing forms of en-
ergy. Thus in group 9b the transformations of group 9a have
been represented as occurring in the opposite sense. The trans-
formation + dA b = —d3A has not been included in group
because it represents a process in which the available energy is
increased, and of course in an isolated system such a transforma-
tion is impossible.
12. GENERAL METHOD OF SOLUTION OF ACTIVITY WITHIN
TRANSFORMER. A system involving an energy transformer, as de-
scribed, is capable of three principle variations. The sets of
conditions which may be so varied are the mechanical constraints,
the terminal differences of total poteMals and the distribution
of the energy in its present exi sting forms.
The mechanical constraints have really two independent
components of variations; those determining the direction of flow
and called hereafter the DESTRAIflTS and those determining the
quantity of flow as cross sectional areas and called hereafter
,711: -. T ?J. IHT 1
.

We will now present the general method of solution for
the ease in whleh there is zero heat flow between the central and
external systems. For this case we have dM = whence -dK =
- dW= dN+dG+df
.
During an interval of time dt in which there is
activity the total transformation is represented as follows
— dK = dN+dGtdi
dN = dN„+ + dNG+ dN$
dG — dGw -t-c\G N -t + dG<$>
d<£ — d#w -»-d# N -f-d<$G+
10
Adding the three component equations we have "because of identities
9 a and 9 b
which is exactly-,
U dN-hdG +d# = dN w + dGw +d$w ri
^ - dK = -dW = -dH
The differential activity is now expressed in terms of
the variables dK,dN, dG, d<£
f
d N ^ ,dG Vv 7 d$ ¥V , d$ N ond d$Q
nine in number and we have five equations of condition. For a gen-
eral solution we mast therefore discover three additional determin-
ing conditions.
One such condition is offered by the path or destraint
equations. This with given destraint and relative velocities will
determine the work done or action over said path and which will be
according to the law of least action.
A second condition is offered by the constant magnitude
of the force gravity which with the destraint equation determines
the variation /dG for; with q constant, in ;he vertical di-
rection, / dG depends only on the variation of vertical position.
A third condition is offered by the characteristic equa-
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tion of the media being used. Obviously this v/ith the condition
of equilibrium will determine for given quanstraint variations
the transformations dN<| and dG$ .
Those three conditions v/ith the foregoing equations are
now sufficient for a general solution of the problem. For a par-
ticular case we may assign a value to sons one of the quantities
not already determined in the above conditions and this will afford
the fourth necessary condition for a complete solution of the spe-
cial case under consideration. Such a condition is assigned if we
determine the terminal potential conditions or the total work to be
done.
13. INVESTIGATION INTO EXACT NATUH3 OF ACTION COMPONENTS,
In such a system as we 1 ave described for our transformer all forces
which are dynamically active between it and external systems must
have either original or final application on the fluid mass elements;
and if such resultant forces actually do exist it can only be by
virtue of actual accelerations of said fluid masses or by virtue
of gravity; that is by virtue of the weight of the particles on the
channel wall over which they are moving.
Through these channels the fluid carrying media have
relative velocities. It follows that in such, the work of gravity
dWG has possible two different paths for; either the weight of the
mass c r n be considered as directly active on the channel as above
mentioned or the transformation may be considered as having the two
parts cIN'g and dWN ' where N is kinetic energy which is
disappearing to W as fast as it is appearing from G and so never
exists in finite quantity separately from or increasing N .
' =====^^
II
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Any elementary fluid nass dm receiving N is transforming it
to W at the same rate. or rather; a decrease in the energy N
of dm for work is simultaneously compensated for from G and
since both W and N represent available energy the increase
of W from N is exactly equal to the quantity of N trans-
formed and we have the eouation
dH'G = dWN . = dWG
That is, the quantity of G transformed to W is (for the same
quantity of action dW ) exactly the same whether considered as
being directly transformed to action or, as undergoing first an
inte mediate transformation through kinetic energy.
If we take into consideration now the condition of equi-
librium and the principle of least action we immediately conclude
that the latter path is followed by the activity for; in all activ
ities from a potential source ^- the transformations dN 2 ,as
before shown, will be a maximum and the transformations <dWz
a minimum. The activity will obviously take the path, if it can,
tending to fullfill these conditions which tendencies are only
fulfilled if the path Z. to N' to W is taken.
We conclude that for these transformers the whole action
is fundamentally kinetic . It has in general the components
dWN j dW|, and dWG of which the first is obviously a direct
kinetic action and where both the transformations dW<f and cIWq
involve, in the light of the foregoing, kinetic actions as each
is the net result of two transformations which are respectively
represented by the combinations d N $ occurring with dW N ' and
dN G occurring with dW^ • N represents the intermediate
form of energy which is zero order kinetic and which, as before
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stated, does not exist in quantity separately from N but is ex-
actly the contribution bo N , for work done, from <£ , G and possi -
bly other potential sources of the medium's energy . It may well
be called the concealed zero order kinetic Energy.
14. USEFUL FORMS OF GENERAL EQUATIONS. We will represent
the total action dWN +dW<i tdWG by the symbol cJW N »< where
NNI indicates that fundamentally the action is
kinetic but is compensated for in components of energy indicated
by the triple index. If now the sum
dD+dW
is equal to zero then the work done is exactly compensated for in
the dynamic energy of the system. If however
dD+ dWN '» =f=0 ~ ,z
then other forms of energy are involved in the activity. We
will now develop general expression for the latter case. V/e have
dWw ,.. =dWN + dW$+dW<i 13
and for dD= dN + dG we have from equations 10
dN^ +dG^dG^dNs '3a.
By substitution of 13 and 13a into 12 we have
dD + dWN- = dG fH-dN$ + dWf I4-.
as the General equation for any adiabatic activity. The right
hand side of this equation is exactly equal to the total differen-
tial — d$ whence we have
dD + dWN- = -d$ 15".
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of which the ri£ht hand member is a function
-f the state of
the substance only and hence represents an exact differential.
The left hand member must therefore likewise be an exact differ-
ential.
The form 15 of the general equation states merely that
the difference from zero, of the sum of the dynamic differen-
tial and work done is compensated for in the potential energy
J of the medium but it does not represent the specific
compensating trr.nsformations which take place. We therefore
conclude, even though equation 15 is always true, to adopt the
form 14 as more specifically representing the general differ-
ential activity,
Y7e may now write equation 14 in the form
dD=dG* + dN$ +-dW$ + cfN;' 16.
where we note that the transformations dW|> + dN^ are oppo-
site sense for; dW^, represents works done at the expense of
configurational energy within the system and dN£ represents
an increase of energy within the system at the expense of
extirnal energy as work done. At any point on the acting
surface now we can not have simultaneous transformations
dW$ and dNjJ . The net result will be either one
or the other and we conclude therefore that the general equation
15 takes either of the forms 16a or 16b as follows,
dD = dG$ + dN $ + dW* \6a
dD= dG$+dN$-h dlNC 16 b
where now 16a is merely the special case of 16b in which the
whole work done is at the expense of configurational energy $>

For a pump action now the whole work done has a
kinetic origin whence
-+ dN'^ = dN w and equation 16b takes
the form
dD = dG* + dN 4> + dN vv 16 b'
This equation may he written in the form
where -d$ p ( the total differential of the configurational
energy) represents configurat jonal to dynamic conversion with-
in the system. That is df
,
if it does not vanish, is in-
trinsically negative during the action for this case. We con-
clude therefore that if in a moving pump channel we wish to have
a positive increase of the configurational energy that there
must "be at least a component of the kinetic energy N which
compensates for this gain and furthermore; that with respect
this compensating component that the channel has distinct
working and compensating regions in the first of which
this component is increased: "by work done and in the latter
the $> N conversion occurs.
For motor action the transformation ± dN^, must obvious-
ly have the form +dWN ... . Equation 16b will now he written
as dD — dN$ - d W N «<
or -(dD + d<f G +- d$ N )= dWN », - - - 17
where the minus sign indicates that the variation of energy
is in the sense opposite to the v/ork done.
The activity will obviously proceed so as to adjust the
energy distribution for equilibrium and the terms representing
these transformations are dG$ and dN 4 where: as before
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explained, the transformation dG$ is exactly the net result
of a transformation more accurately described by the combination
transformation of dN$ occurring with d G N * in such a
manner that N never exists in finite kinetic quantity sepa-
rately from or increasing N .
15. EilSTEHCE C OKD IT IONS FOB THAN SFQEMATIQHS dG$
AND dN$ .For the transformation dN$ to exist tk re must
be a drop in the potential $ in the direction of flow or;
since $ =f(Fjvft) where P and T vary in the same sense as 4?
there must be a decrease of the pressure and temperature of the
medium in the direction of flow 18.
For the transformation d<i N to exist there must be
an increase of the potential in the direction of flow or;
the pressure and temperature of the medium must increase in
the direction of flow 19,
For the existence of the transformation du^j the poten-
tial (} must be increasing and the potential $ must be decreas-
ing in the direction of flow. The potential G exists by virtue
of position so that its variation depends on the direction of flow
and it is increasing when the flow is upwards and decreasing when
it is downwards. Hence the transformation dG<$ may exist when
the pressure and temperature of the medium are decreasing in the
direction of upward flow. If the flow is not upwardly in the
direction cf decreasing P and T" or if in the upward direction P
and T" do not decre* se then-dG^ vanishes 20.

For the existence of tho transformation d<£ G the
potential <S must be increasing and the potential G decreas
ing in the direction of flow and hence this transformation
may exist when the pressure and temperature of the medium are
increasing in the direction of downward flow. If the flow is
not downwardly in the direction of increasing ressure and tem-
perature or if the pressure and temperature are not increasing
in the downward direction then as above the trans format ion± d<iG
vanishes 21
Conditions 20 and 21 are fundamentally the same and may be
stated as follows; for a transformation between potentials G
and to exist the variation of the pressure and temperature of
the medium must b e of the op-rosite sense to that of its change
of zero order position with respect to the earth's center*
16. TIME RATES OF ACTIVITY FOB TRANSFORMATIONS ± dG$
A1ID ± dN^, . From article 5 we have that for equilibrium the
time rate of decrease of potential will be a maximum and the
time rate of increase of potential will be a minimum. Therefore
when in existence the transformation
-fdN^ will be a maximum, 22.
and the transformation -+-d# N will be a minimum 23.
G and $ now both represent potential energy but that
represented by G is wholly available and that by is only
partially available. From article 6 we have that for equilibri-
um the tine rate of decrease of the available energy will be a
maximum. How the transformation represents a decrease
of available energy and dG$ an increase thereof. Therefore
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when in existence the transformation
+ d<3>q will be a maximum 24
and the transformation + dG $ will be a minimum 25
So that we may design the destraints to suit certain activ-
ities we must now adopt a system of relative and defining coordi-
nates for them. Accordingly in the next chapter we shall arrive
at such a system of coordinates.

I CHAPTER III ,
PSSTHA INT AIJD MOTION COORDINATES
Since all practical transformers utilizing moving channels
as a means, have them in rotation about a fixed stationary axis
it is logical and convenient that as our origin we choose a
point on the axis. Also it will he most convenient for the
engineer to choose such coordinates that the physical dimensions
involved are determined with respect to points and directions
on the rotating element.
If now we O! n build up such a system of reference points
lines and planes, that at any point on to the rotating element
vectors in any direction may be completely specified v/ith re-
spect to directions on this element we will have the necessary
mathematical graphics with which to represent any quantities we
may wish to and hence; may arrive at the differential relations
between them.
For the sake of brevity and clearness of explanation we
will in the development of this coordinate system observe cer-
tain conventions and notations. Planes are denoted by letters
with a bar over them. Thus Sf represents a plane as does Y{ .
etc. . The trace formed by the intersection of two planes is de-
noted by the letters denoting the planes, with a bar over them.
Thus
o^
f represents the trace formed by the intersection of
m and 1~ , Certain planes of reference contain traces of
reference which are also contained in planes free to rotate
about these traces as axis. The first named reference planes,
which are irrotational with respect these traces, are denoted by
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letters with <the bar over them and with the subscript af-
fixed. The latter mentioned reference planes which may arbi-
trarily rotate about said traces as axis are denoted with the
same barred letter but without the subscript affixed and the an-
gles between said rotational and irrotational planes are denoted
simply but the same letter. Thus ^ is irrotational
with respect to % %t about which traces as an axis ^ is free
to rotate and may assume any arbitrary angularity ^ with re-
spect to ffm •
17. ARBITRARY POINT ON ROTOR. Referring now to figure 2.
is any plans of reference through the rotor containing the
axis of rotation. ^ is another plane containing the axis
of rotation and having an angularity ^ with ^ •
is the a xis of rotation and it is the trace about which as an
axis ^ is free to rotate and may assume any angularity ^
with respect to
o^
.On this axis we take a point as the
origin.
Let p be ?ny point on the rotor. It will have angular
velocity CO . Consider ^ to be fixed in the rotor so that
it also has angular velocity ou and fix ^ in the rotor when
it contains the point \> • Erect 17 so that £r
o £ is normal
to it and place it so axially that it contains the point p •
fftt is now a radial in the rotor, contains b , and the radi-
al length to s id point on said line is db • The axial
distance of the point from the origin is oa and the angu-
larity cf the radial line c t[ with respect to the reference
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radial line ^f|
e
is equal to ^ . The coordinates of the
point
f>
therefore are oa
,
op
,
and S= being respectively,
the axial and radial distances and the angularity of the radial
line through the point to a reference radial line or plane. This
point was arbitrarily choosen and therefore there coordinates
,
completely specify, with respect the origin o and a reference
radius, any point on the rotor. At
f>
there may be vectors
in any direction, certain ones of which v/ill now be specified.
18. TANGENTIAL VECTORS. Tangential vectors will be
those tangent to the channels course. The channel may have any
arbitrary dir. ction in general and it is therefore necessary that
we specify any arbitrary direction at the point
Jp
•
Through p erect ^e so that 5 f\ is normal to it.
f{
t
and ^ are no. mutually at right angles and form an or-
thogonal system of reference planes and their trances ^f| 6 i K
Ho^to an orthogonal system of axis with p as origin. These
axis represent respectively ra ial, axial and peripheral direc-
tions and
^ j l|o end % are respectively radial, rotational and
peripheral planes.
We next erect \ and tf so that "ft contains ^ X[ Q
and has angularity 1^ v/ith "if and contains f t%o and has
angularity with
o^
• All of these and preceeding planes
to be (when having the desired angularity) fixed in the rotor
and thus rotating with it.
The intersection of planes Y[ and ^ will form I] ^
which contains point p and since 1^ and ^ were perfectly
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arbitrary choosen angles, this trace represents any arbitrary di-
rected line through p • Its direction with respect to the per-
ipheral direction on the rotor is completely specified by angles
fi and % • This line may therefore be in the direction of
the channel at point p , and any vector bp contained in
it will be a tangential vector whose direction, as before stated,
is specific by angles I] and ^ •
19. RELATIONS CONNECTING DESTRAIN! ANGLES <£ , 6 , 17 ,
All]) ^ . The solid angles of whioh the traces"^ , \ £ ? ^~fj
and ]pf are the vertices, are, by construction, all right angles
so that the pyramid of which they are the corner lines has a rec-
tangular cross section as shown at bede. (lf ^o being
normal to the plane containing section bede) . By construc-
tion angle epd is equal to % and angle cpd is equal
to r\ . Let angles bpc and bpe be represented by and
9 respectively.
In the further development we must know the relations ex-
isting between these angles and accordingly these will be discover-
ed as follows:
We have = sin 4 , As = sin % - ksi
, f£ = cos © .bp r ' ep ep 7 bp
vmence be C05 6 sin £ and 5in = COS O sinbp
be — sin e , cd _ s j n n=be , cp — cos 0.
bp cp v cp bp
"Whence jse c05 sm n c<nd Sin 6 — cos sin n
bp
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fit = C03
, gjg - cos ? , _gg „ C0M , a cos e
cp bp
86 b^^=- C° 5 ^ *"d CO50CO5t|> = COS COS
Now tan
- whence by substitution we have
and similarly
tan = cos ff ton £
tan ^ = cos ^ tan 1^
Collecting and extending these relations we have
Sin = cos e sin f
cos0= sect] cose cos
^
tan = cos r| tan £
cot = sec r? cot £
See = cos sece sec
^
esc = sec e esc £
26.
sin e = cos sin 17 ^
cos e = sec (? cos cos 7
tan = cos £ tan fj
cot = sec % cot X{
sec G = cos ^ sec sec f?
esc = sec esc x{ j
In general we nay write vector relations in two or more
forms using either the right or left hand side of the above
equations or a combination of both.
27
20. TANGENTIAL VECTOR ABE ITS COMPONENTS. In general we
will have to consider normal tangential axial, radial and peri-
pheral components of a vector. For the tangential vector
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hore considered we have obviously the tangential component
identical with the vector and the normal component "being at
right angles to it vanishes. The radial, axial and peripheral
components are respectively be, cd
,
and dp .
Radial component
be = bp s\n <p — - ~ - -
_ _ 28
= bp cose sin ^ - 3)
Axial component
cd = cp sin q = t?p cos<p s/n r| - -A"l
= bp cos 6 cos ^-t-an - - - Bj
Peripheral component
dp=cjp cos = bp c©5^ cosri— A\
= bp cos e cos ^ - - Bj
£1. PROO? OP CORRECTNESS OF .LAxIONS 26 and 2?.
If these relations are true then obviously we must get a true
equation if we substitute in the equation
29
_ - 30
bp = V("bc) 2+ (cd)2 + (dp)
2
the above vector components as deduced from scid relations.
Substituting the A relations we have
bp=- bpV 5in 2 -^co3 s 5)n 2r(-tC05 £ <^C05 2
where the radial must be equal to unity if the relations are
true. By factoring we -:ave this radial written as
\J 5tn
z
-t- cos
2 {s\n z r{ -rcos z r{)
which is obviously equal to unity and hence relations are proven
true
.
Substituting for the B relations we have
bp = bp\/co5 2 sin 2 1 + cos 2e C05 2 £ ian 2 % -+- cos 2 e cos 2- ^
where as above the radial must be equal to unity if the relations
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are true. Squaring and factoring the radical we have C052 e( l + cos £ ^
tan e f?) and from relations 27 cos £ tan X[ - tan 6 whence this
expression reduces to cos z 6 ( I + tan 2e) which is obviously
equal to unity and hence relations B are proven true. These could
obviously only be true if the relations 26 and 27 were likewise
true
.
22. NORMAL AND TANGENTIAL COMPONENTS OF A PERIPHERAL
VECTOR. Referring to figure 3 consider X so erected that f( £
is normal to it and passes through it at the point q, . This per-
pendicular plane has section q,,k,,f
f , j ( ,
a, cut out by the pyramid
oftraces. Its intersection with I] will form TpX (not lettered)
containing c^j, and its intersection with if will form % % (not
lettered) containing 6| ( k, . Since 1] % is normal to X every
line contained in X and intersecting 1]^ must necessarily be at
right angles to ^ . Therefore the angles h,,q
;
, j/9and | ( r q v k
are respectively equal to and © •
Because (to which % is perpendicular) is contained
in fcf the solid angle between 'X and ^ is a right angle. If
two planes are at right angles the angle formed by the traces of
the intersection with them of a third plane which is at right an -
gles to either or both of them is a right angle. Now \\ c is at
right angles to % by construction and therefore the angle
formed by the intersection of ty K and IjtJ is a right angle. Hence
the angle f
(
k, p is a right angle.
Let f, q ( be a vector contained in 9( .It vail certain-
ly be at right angles to the normal of "X , which is ,and
therefore at right angles to vector cj,p . f,p now is any vec-
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tor whose components normal to and in th direction f( if are re-
spectively f, G\, and c|, p where £j p rill "become identical with bp
when b and q ( coincide.
In the figure f,|D is taken along \[ b €,t which is peripher-
al in direction. If X[ % is in the direction of the channel then"f,q,
and pcj, are respectively the normal and tangential components of
a peripheral velocity of the channel at the point p then f,q
(
and
qt p will be respectively its normal and tangential velocities.
In order to arrive at the magnitude of the normal component
f
i q, we consider its own components. Its tangential component will
obviously vanish and the radial, axial and peripheral components
will be respctively h.cj,
,
cj.h, andf.cj,. If bp be increased in
length until b coincides with q, then the rectangle bcdeb will
coincide with q ( h, cj, I, q, • Therefore the radial and axial
components of f, q ; are of the same magnitude as those same compo-
nents of bp in this extended condition. They are hovvever of
opposite direction and therefore of opposite sign. The peripheral
component f, q ( is in the seme direction as the peripheral component
of bp and therefore it has the same sign as that component. Since
9
(
and d will exactly coincide when b and cj
(
coincide tcj
(
dp
will be exactly a peripheral vector f
, p whoso components normal
to and in the direction have radial and axial components of mag-
nitude h,q, and ah, respectively.
COMPONENTS Oj1 1ICRUA1 VECTOR f.Cj,
Radial component
h, q, = - be = - q, p sin </> A| 3|
-
_ q (p cos e sin ^ B J
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Axial component
cj,h, = -cd = -cj.pcos
<f>
sin i]
= -q.p cose cos if tan ff -
- A
- B}--»
where
Peripheral component
d,p= q,p COS 4> cos f7
hence fjg, = f,p - c| t p cos 4> cos 17 - - - A^
= f, p - q.p cos e cos if — - - B,i--
_ -33
where t, v - Q o sec d seen
hence
— cj.p {sec esec%- cosecos ^) -
NOHL1AL "VECTOR C OMPONENT T, <Sj,
-
- B,
3*
Ze have
= N/Cq^) a +-(-f,pf -2(q,p)(f,p)cos cos r? - -
= V(q,p)
2
+Cf,pr' 2 (q,|p)(f.p) COSeCOS^
-
3£T
also
= q,p\/Tec~2 sec 2 ^ - 1 — — —
_
~A
= q,pVsec 2 esec 2 ^-l ----- B 1
= f, p V 1 - cos
2
<? cos
2
r( — - ^
= f,p\T)- cos 2 ecos 2 ^ BJ
_ — - - 36
Referring to figure 3 we have
3£ - cos cf>
,
ii_L - cos 17
j-P U C
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Whence.
q.p = f.p cos <j> cos r[ M 3?
= f, p cos e cos ^ - e>/
Expressions 56 and 37 represent respectively the normal
and tangential components of the peripheral vector.
23. SYSTEM OF VICTOR REPRESENTING THE ABSOLUTE AND RELA-
TIVE MOTIONS AT A POINT IN MOVING CHANNELS. Referring now to figure
4, at any point p the absolute peripheral motion of the channel
is in the direction l] %a and of magnitude f2 p .At this
point an element of fluid will have an absolute motion Yp~ c\z f2
and the relative motion of the fluid element through the channel
will be q2p = f2 r . T."e have now a vector triangle pf2 cj 2 p
where p f2 and q2 f& represent respectively in magnitude
and direction the absolute motions of a point of the channel at p
and a fluid element at p , and where cj g p represents the magnitude
and direction of the motion of the fluid element relative the
channel. q 2 p therefore has the direction of the channel at the
point p . ft erect f[ and so that 1^ if contains q 2 p and
therefore is in the direction of the channel at p
c(
a |o is a tangential vector, as is bp . The radial
and axial components of bp are respectively be and cd ,
those of cj 2 f2 are respectively q e hz and h2 g e . These
latter have the same direction as the corresponding components of
the tangential vector bp and when the point b coincides with
cj 2 the tangential vector bp is exactly equal to the relative
velocity vector cj2 p and the radial and axial components be and
cd will now become identically c| 2 h2 and h 2 q z whence;
the radial and axial components of the fluids absolute and relative
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motions are identical or; the radial and axial components of
the relative motion are identically the absolute radial and
axial components of the fluid elements motion.
As in figure 3 we have erected *X so that Y[ % is nor-
mal to it.
^1^2 ^1:ere ^ore i- s "^ne normal component of the
fluids absolute motion.
q 2
<^is the tangential component
of the fluids absolute motion. The resultant effect may obvious-
ly now be obtained by considering either of two sets of compo -
nents
,
namely; c\z h a , h2g 2 and qz f, or cj & ^ and f,
respectively the radial, axial and peripheral or tangential and
normal components of the fluids motion.
As stated q'
g f
is the normal component of the fluids
absolute motion. It is also identically the normal component
of vector pf2 that is, it is the normal component of the
channels motion whence; the normal component of the channels
motion is identically the normal component of the fluids motion .
Obviously this must be true for the fluid certainly cannot pass
into the surface of the channel which it would do if there were
a difference in their normal components of motion.
COMPONENTS OP FLUIDS ABSOLUTE MOTION.
Radial component
°\z hz =^Min * - A \
= <^p cos sin ^ - - - B
Axial component
= q 2 p cos e cos % tan f( — B,
Peripheral component
where p9* = - P c05 003 H
_ 39
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whence
q9 ie = pfz + q z p cv> # co* n. A
= pf2 c| 2 p cos e cos £ — - — - B
where q2 p is intrinsically negative. It will "be less confus-
ing to express these relations as
<9if*= °\z\> 005 005 ? - - - - A\
= f>f 2 - qep co&e cos ^
and use q 2 p as a positive quantity.
Uorraal component
q 2f2 = pf2 Vi-cosVcos^ A 4£
= p f2 Y|- C052 6 COS* % B,
Tangential component
q 2q 2 =, pfa co5 r[ cos + q 2 )? A
= p fa cos £co5 G + q 2 p By
43
where as before q 2 p is intrinsically negative and it will
therefore be less confusing to write these equations as
Cj 2 CJ^ = pf, C05I? C05^- q 2 p A
I
^
= p f2 C05 % Cos e - q z p Bj
24. RELATIONS C01TNECTING VECTORS 0\ z f2 , pf^HE q 2 p
The projections of pfa and oj 2 fe on ^ are
respec tively pf2 cos and if proj. of cj z f2 . We have
and (q 2 f2 )
2
- ( ? P™J- of ^f2 )
2
-f- ( pf2 sin i^f
whence by substitution
= (pfa)
2
+ (<^p)
2
- 2(q2 p)(pf2)cOSr|CO5 0--B)
45
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25. DBSmilXT NOTATION. We will let Q
y
E and R
represent respectively the absolute accelerations of the fluid
and channel, and the acceleration of the fluid relative the
channel. Similarly q, e, and r will represent respectively
the fluids absolute velocity, the channels absolute velocity,
the channels absolute peripheral velocity and the velocity of
the fluid relative the channel.
Any point p will be specified by the coordinates
a
;
yO and ^ where a and J? are respectively the
axial and radial distances to the point from the origin O and
where ^ is the angularity of a radial line through
the point to a reference radial line ^ /? •
As previously stated a vector will in general have compo-
nents in the radial, axial, peripheral, tangential and normal
directions of which either the first three or the last two will
completely specify the vector. These components will be denoted
by the vector letters with subscripts affixed, these being jo }
a
;
e
;
r, and Y] and denoting respectively radial, axial, per-
ipheral, tangential and normal components. A vector q will
thus have the components q^ ,qa ,qe> ; cj r ,and cj^ and similarly for
the other vectors.
Referring now to figure 4, Q and cj E and e , and
R and r are respectively represented by cj g pf2 and
qz p . The components are thus represented as follows:
Qf and <\j> by aj Si
Q Q «nd q a by h 2 q z
Q e and q e by q 2 f2
Q Y ansf q r by Cfa
h ancj q n by q; f fi
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E a j e a = o
Ee " e e by p f2 and f,p of figure 3
E-v " e r n pqj, c|f p
E h " e n » q'e f2 " f,q «
R^> »« = respectively 0/ andojp
Re " re by g £p and g,p of figure 3
" r
r »• q2P " q,p
Rh = r„ =
26. DESTRAINT VECTOR COMPONENTS IN TERMS OF DESIGN
QUANTITIES. In the design of the transformer the engineer has
direct use for the quantities Q, E, R, q,e} r, <f> } r\ , ^ , and
and accordingly we will express all vector components in terras
of these quantities. To do this it is merely necessary to
substitute the above notation in its proper place in the fore-
going lormu? ae 26 to 45. The following table is thus arrived
at and in which, the encircled numbers with the component
equations, denote the particular formula substituted in for that
particular component.
In the table the component equations are given in terms
of the velocities cj
,
e
;
r
?
and the angles. They will like-
wise be true if we substitute respectively for o\ } e ? and r,
the accelerations Q , E . and R
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R and r
+-
- r cos £ i>in # - o i> = <?/>
c
a)
c
o
Q
E
o
O
L
o
c
>
Ax.ul
-
c| a - r COS <j> t>in
- rco> cosif ban n
(39) V
e« = o
Peripher-
al
c( e - e - r co^ cos *(
- e - p co5 e cos %
~ (41)
e e = e?
re =. r cos cos r(
= rcos e cob %
q r = e cosr{ co$(j> - r
~ e cos % cos e - r
(44)
e r = e cos ^ cos f|
- e cos e cos £
(3 7)
r, ^ r
Normal
cj
r
- eVl- Co>-i cos<^
= eV I -co^ecos* £
(+£)
In addition to these relations we have the relations
c| e =: e 2 + r a— 2 er cos cos r\
— e 2+ r ^ — 2 er cos e cas ^
between cj e^and r where as above the velocities q , e , and p
may be replaced respectively by the accelerations Q
?
E
;
and R.
27. DESTRAIIIT GRAVITY COORDINATES. To determine
the effect of gravity we must know in addition to the foregoing
coordinates their relation to the direction in which gravity
acts.
Referring to figure 5; ^ is a vertical plane
and J3 the angularity about a horizontal axis of the rotational
plane with this plane. <*>d and w'd' are vertical
lines in the vertical plane and vcl and v'd' the projections
of these lines into the rotational plane t\ so that the angle
between these lines and their projections la B. 7k repre-
sents the angle between the lines vd,v'd' and the peripheral
line p f,
The vertical component of any vector will be its
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projection into' or parallel to the lines wol and w'd ' L
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF RADIAL VECTOR. - The vertical
projection of the radial vector be is the projection parallel
to wd into of the projection on to the line vd ex-
tended downwards as shown. Hence the radial vector be has
the vertical component
be COi (9o°- A) cosp
- be sin A cob /3 ~ — — — - 4 6
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF AOAL VECTOR. The vertical com-
ponent of the axial vector cd can easily be shown to ttw be
Cdsinj3 - - -- -- -- - - - 4-7
for; since cd is normal to t{ and if makes the angle
— /
with r\ then cd makes the angle p with a line A ( figure 5A)
normal to f . This line UC is horizontal because ^ff is
vertical and hence the vertical projection of cd will be
ud = cd s in p
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF PERIPHERAL VECTOR. The vertical
component of the peripheral vector dp is obviously equal to
dp C05 A CC5J3 - - - - - - - - - 48
VERTICAL COMPONENT OF ANY VECTOR. The vectors be, cd
,
and d p are -he components of any vector bp and hence the
vertical projection of a vector bp will be the sum of the
above projections or components. This is equal to
be sin A cos^ + cd sin p + d p cos A cosfi
= bp [_sin<J> sin A cosp + costf sin r\s'tnp + cos ficostj c o* A cos j>J - - - - 4-^
COMPONENT, IN DIRECTION OF MOTION, OF SURFACE REACTION
DUE TO GRAVITY. In order to find the actual work done due to
gravity we must have the component of the surface reaction, due
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to gravity, in the direction of action. If u'd % represents
the force of gravity in the plane then it3 surface normal
projection in the plane of rotation will be f, k, equal
to
u'd' cos p cos \jio' - (A - If/]
= u'd' Cosj3 Sin ( X - % )
The projection of this component in the direction of mo-
tion of ihe surface will obviously be the effective part of the
force gravity in doing work. This is equal to
u'd ' cos p sin (A- If) C65 (90°- if
)
= u'd' cos p sin (A-?) sin if — 50
The angle B will usually be constant for any given rotor
as the plane of rotation is generally fixed as to angularity.
If this plane is vertical p^-O
%
and if horizontal J3=^o' .
All other planes of rotation will be between these limiting
positions
•
The angle A will not in general be a constant for
all parts of the channel or rotor. Not only will it vary
from point to point of a given passage but it will vary for a
given point as it rotates about the center .
MANNER OF INVESTIGATION OF GRAVITY EFFECTS. To investi-
gate for the effects of gravity it will simplify matters to
consider the channel in instantaneous positions. To find the
maximum variation of these effects at a given channel surface
point, during the revolution, we perform the variation, for
said point, corresponding to a half revolution and starting
with the point in that rotational position in which A
o
=0 •
77e will let
X = A +- / d A
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where A is -the instantaneous value of A at some reference
surface point within the rotor or channel and where / dA
is the variation of A from the reference point to the point
under consideration.
Since the peripheral tangent and the radius have
always a constant angle between them, then the variation of
angularity of the radius to a given line is equal to the var -
iation of angularity of the peripheral tangent to that line .
We have represented the differential variation of the radius
angularity by d and hence dA -d^ whence
A= A c + ffdt% 51
In this equation f d*t: is obviously independent of
the angular position of the channel and hence for the same
limits s and 5 in a given cnannel it is constant. The
angle A e however is dependent on the angular position and is
the angularity of the peripheral tangent with the projection
into the rotational plane of vertical lines.
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Chapter IV.
FORCE DISTRIBUTION
AND EQUILIBRIUM .VITHIN CHANNELS
.
VANE ACTION. By Vane Action is meant the direct
action or work done between the channel surfaces and the fluid
media passing there over, and the meaning of the word action,
will in this sense be extended to include, as in polyactivities
,
all of the work done regardless of what forms of energy are
compensated for. We have learned in the foregoing that such
vane action is, exactly a dynamic exchange between the energy
of our medium and that of external systems, that such an ex-
change is fundamentally wholly kinetic and that with respect
the zero order dynamic activity this action will be a minimum.
In order to have the coordinates well in mind we will
again refer to figure 4 and to articles 25 and 26. p repre-
sents a surface point in the channel of the transformer, q the
absolute fluid velocity at this point, e the absolute peripher
al velocity of said surface point, r the velocity of the
fluid relative the channel and Q , E , and R the corresponding
accelerations. The components of these quantities are re-
presented in the table of article 26, where the angles represent
the following differences of directions.
The angle 6 is a measure of the angularity between
the direction of the channel at ]p and the projection of
this direction on the rotational plane.
The angle p is a measure of the angularity between the
direction of the channel at p and the projection of this
direction on to a plane normal to the radius through p
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The angle" is as shown the projection of the angle ©
on the plane normal to the radius through p and the angle ^
is the projection of angle on to the rotational plane of the
transformer.
The angles 0,6, f|,and ^ are thus the directional con-
ditions of the de3traints relative the rotor, and the radius
y£> the positional dimension relative the center, of the point
p at which said directional conditions exist.
In addition to the above angles it will at times he found
to be convenienlr to introduce the angle <T = d p b (fig. 4)
representing the angularity between the channels course direc-
tion bp and its direction of motion dp . The angle <T
thus has the components and f[ or 6 and ^ and is such
that
C05(T = COS
<f> C05 17
= C05 © cos if
28. RELATION BET77EEN KINETIC VARIATION AND STOfiK IN TERMS
OP DE3TRAIHT COORDINATES. Work we have defined as the product-
force x displacement. Letting F represent a force it will have
the components Fj>
,
Fa , Fa
,
F~
r
,and FJ, representing respectively
the radial, axial, peripheral tangential and normal components.
If ds represents an infinitesimal displacement its components
will be represented by dtp
,
dsrt;ds d s r , and ds n . The compo-
nent differential actions will thus be represented by the
products
f>^ 5/ ) Fa ds 6 , Fe ds e , f~r ds,. , «nd Fn ds n
of which the sum of either the first three or the last two re-
presents the whole work done. Thus
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52
fds = Fp(Asf + Fa dsa +
F
e ds e
= Fr ds r -t- Fn ds n
From Newton's Laws of Motion we have that the product-mass
x acceleration, is called the dynamic force where acceleration
is the time rate of variation of velocity. Hence;
F= dm ^
and in terms of q and t
d S - cjdt
whence ; Fds = dm q dt • - dm q dq
because dt is the same differential of time in both terms.
Likewise we have
fydsf = dmqP dc\f , F^ds^dm^d^
where the terms of the form dm q dq are, as before noted,
known as the differentials of kinetic energy. We have therefore
by substitution in the differential equations of work done 52
the relations
Fds = dm £ q/dcjf + qadqa -t- q e dq(j\
_
= dn\lc\
r
dq r + c\*dq n ] )
of which the right hand members are called the total differentials
of kinetic energy , or the total differential of kinetic action.
In terms of the energy coordinates of Chapter 11 we have therefore
M = Fd*
if the work is compensated for in the kinetic energy of the
fluid.
The right hand members of equations 53 are exact differ-
5 3
entials and are directly integrated for the particle as follows:
b'
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fds by the term d H \, to
denote a variation of kinetic energy which; obviously the right
hand members always represent regardless of what form of energy
is compensated for by this variation. In terms of the uestru.it
OOOrdinates, or articles 25 and 26 we have by substitution in
either of the equations 54 the expression
dv\\ - ^-[e z +r z-2cr cos <f> cos rQ z - ------- -5£
representing the general equation for the kinetic variation or
action of the particle dm between the limits 1 and 2 of the
channel. Between any given limits for a given channel this
variation is obviously completely determined when we knov/ the
variation of the relative velocity r .
29. NORLIAL AND TAIIGEN'JIAL VANE ACTIONS. Referring
now to figure 6 we have represented a vane contour ab with
a particle dm situated at point p thereon, cj j e , and r
represent, as before, respectively the particles absolute ve-
locity, jhe vanes absolute velocity and the relative velocity
at the point p . After an interval of time dt the part-
icles will have been displaced to the point p' distant from p
by a differential amount ds r . We will now consider the
form of the particles energy compensating for the work done
or vane action, and for the sake o ' convenience will consider
the normal and tangential components of the action.
In the figure FJ, and p"r represent respectively
the normal and tangential forces by virtue of which the action
on dm occurs. As shown in article 23, the normal velocity
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of the particle mu.st be equal to the normal velocity of the vane
and we conclude that the normal motion components can not be free
of constraints if there is a variation of the normal velocity of
the channels surface over which the fluid is flowing*
In general the normal component of the channels vel-
ocity will vary by an amount de n = deco5<r and the destraint
direction will vary by an amount dcr having the components d<p
and d\\ . This variation of the destraint direction will ob-
viously cause a normal fluid velocity variation equal to e d(co5<r)
where e represents the instantaneous peripheral velocity , at ihe
channel section having said variation of destraint direction.
The normal component of the fluid particles velocity will thus
vary by an amount d cj„ equal to cle„+ e<A(cos <r) between the
points p and p' and the force Fn exerted by the particle
on the channel wall be equal to
where dt is the time required for the displacement from p
to p' of said particle dm . In this time interval the
point inthe channel on which acts will have been displaced
an amount ds„ = £ n dt = <=j n dt because, as before explained, at
any and every section the absolute normal velocity of the
particle dm must be equal to that of the channel. The
work or action of the normal force will tnerefore be equal to
ds
n
= dm c\
n
dq
n
the right hand side of which equation is exactly equal to the
differential of the normal component of the kinetic ene rgy.
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We conclude that the normal action is inevitably wholly compen-
sated for in the zero order kinetic energy of the fluid.
For the condition of equilibrium of the tangential
action and the nature of the compensating activity therefore, we
must consider the tangential components of the motions. In
general the channel or vane velocity e will differ from p
to p by an amount de . Thi3 change will have a tangential
component equal to
d( erV = cos (T de - cos <f> cos t{ de
77 e write the above fifferential as a partial to distinguish it
from the total differential.
de
r
= d (C05<re)= cosv.de + e-d(co5 cr) = c^e^-H d(e r) e
The former is obviously the partial differential of the latter
total, represented by the first of term of the right hand mem-
ber, in which the destraint direction is considered for the in-
stant constant. It is important that we distinguish between
the variation of the channels tangential velocity, ~d C^rV
caused purely by the variation de of the channels absolute
velocity e and the variation d(e r\ caused purely by variations
d<T in the direction of the destraints. This latter
variation of direction is, as before shown, a surface normal
variation and has, for continuous channels, zero effect on the
fluids relative velocity, but Just as in stationary channels
guides the relative flow over the surface. It effects only
the normal components of the fluids motion, which change, is,
as before explained, wholly compensated for in the kinetic
energy of the fluid.
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30. L2AST KINETIC VARIATION OF FLUID. The variations
dq
n
and dq
r
completely specify the differential varia-
tion of the fluids velocity and dq
n
is wholly determined "by the
normal velocity variation over the surface across which dm
passes; less than which the fluids velocity can not vary and to
which its variation is equal if its tangential velocity variation
d c\
r
vanishes.
Since now normal reactions are at right angles to
tangential reaction, their resultants in the tangential direct-
ion will vanish and we therefore wholly determine the tangential
variation by the tangential constraints alone. If now as above
the tangential variation is to vanish then obviously the tangen-
tial motions must be unconstrained and we have for consideration
exactly a fluid motion partially constrained as mentioned in
article 3. Considering now that a variation ~d (e^^-actually
occurs and that the tangential motion is unconstrained (That is
the tangential force resultant vanishes on dm in its
passage from b to p ) then obviously its own absolute
motion in the tangential direction will be unchanged whence;
the relative motion betv.een the vane or channel and dm wil l
change by the exact amount of the change in said tanpential
motion of the channel . For such a condition we have there-
fore
dr-dte^^O -------56
which is an exact representation of the motion for equilibrium
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in least kinetic variation. This equation for least action
will now be otherwise arrived at in the following.
We have as a general expression for the kinetic
variation, equation 55, and on this expression we will impose
the condition ( I a ) of article 5 for the space rate of
variation of potential for equilibrium. For a given channel,
as before states, the only variable in this equation not fixed
by the destraints is the relative velocity F .If the space
rate of variation of potential is a minimum then obviously
between two points p and p* in the channel, the variation of
kinetic energy, dN » will be a minimum or; uhe relative velo -
city r will vary at such a rate as will cause the variation
of the kinetic energy N to be a minimum. Differentiating
55 with respect to r we have d^- = r - e cos (f> cosi?
d r
where for a minimum
dN^ flncj gp\( _ _ _ _ p0Sif,ve
z d i" c\ f
How = 4 i whence; if the expression for is
dr z dr
placed equal to zero we have the condition of least kinetic
variation. We have f -
€
COS ^ cos r{ =0
or T - s cos cr —
Differentiating the terms of the latter expression effecting
r with respect to r we have
I- cU cosa-- e d ((j 05 ^ =dr d r
but d Ceo s cr) __ q since d cr can not cause a variation of rdr
whence; dr-COScrde =
which is identically expression 56.
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31. IAHGEJJTIA1 FORCE DISTRIBUTION. The foregoing
difference 56 is obviously, when it does not vanish, exactly-
equal to the differential dq r of the tangential component of
the fluids absolute velocity and hence the magnitude of the
force Fr arising because of this vara at ion is exactly repre-
sented, for a particle dm by the expression
where is the absolute tangential acceleration of the par-
ed t
ticles mooion.
The force ^r exists between the particle dm and
some adjacent reacting or surface point. This surface point
may be an adjacent fluid particle or a point on the surface of
the channel. T7e shall name it the REACTICK POINT of the
forcef^ .
Luring an interval of time at the reaction point
moves through a distance ds such that the component of ds in
the direction of action of Fr is ds r . Then obviously the
least differential action of the force F
r
on the reaction
point will be represented by the product.
Fr ' d 5 r
which is exactly the differential of tangential work done be-
tween the reaction point and the particle dm in the tine^lt.
In other .vords it is exactly the dynamic exchange between the
particle dm and said point. Obviously this activity is
exactly compensated for in the energy of the particle.
There are three conceivable distributions of the
force F> and described as follows;
}
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I. The reaction point may "be considered as located
wholly in an adjacent fluid particle so that the force Fr
is active wholly between dm and adjacent fluid. For this
case the differential displacement. ds P of the reaction
point will obviously be represented by the product c\ r dt
II. The reaction point may be considered as located
wholly in the channel wall adjacent the particle dm so that
the force Fr is active wholly between dm and an adjacent
point in the channel wall. For this case the differential
displacement of the action point is represented by the product
e.dt where e r is the component in the direction
of Fr of the channels velocity at the action point.
III. The reaction point may be considered to be divided
so that for a part of dm , Fr acts between the particle
and adjacent fluid and for the remaining part between it and an
adjacent point in the channel wall.
32. ACTI0II3 OF CLASS I. For the first case the
differential of tangential work is exactly
dW
r
- dm cj r dt = dm q r dc\ r
of which the right hand side is exactly equal to the differential
of the fluids absolute tangential component of kinetic energy.
This plus the differential of the normal work equivalent is ex-
actly equal to the work done .hence; for Case I we have
dW = d m (q r dq r + q n dcj n )|
or dVY - dW, - -dN w J
For this case therefore the whole action or work
57
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done is compensated for in the kinetic energy of the fluid .
The right hand side of this expression is exactly one of the
differential expression 54 whence; in terms of the destraint co-
ordinates the action of a particle dm is expressed, for
Case I
,
by the equation.
dN f= infe^ + r 2 - 2 er coscr"] 2 — - 58
For least action or unconstrained tangential motion
we have condition (56) satisfied whence the relative velocity
t]( at any section X will assume the magnitude
r
x
= r, t|Ver)(T
= r
t
+ / coscr. de - 5^
Before we can integrate expression 59 we must ob-
viously know the path or destraint relation cr = f(e) whence the
magnitude of the least action is dependent on the path .
33. COL'DITIOhS FOR WHICH REMTIOK 59 IS TRUE.
In deducing criteria 59 for the magnitude of the action we have
applied the conditions of equilibrium for an unconstrained
tangential motion. If therefore the tangential constraints or
resultant forces do not vanish then the above equation does not
describe the r.otion of the particle. Obviously such resultants
exist if there is a variation of the fluid pressure in the
direction of flow for; the existing tangential force is then
equal to
e; = — dP J 60
where $d is the rate of variation along the channel of the
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pressure at the point where the force f> exists. This is
shown as follows;- If we consider a cube of fluid of dimen-
sion ds
r
and area dA and consider that the pressure
varies an amount dp along its side ds r then ob-
viously the resultant force on the cube due to the pressure
variation is represented by the product
r
If now we consider a cube of unit volume then obviously its area
A and its side S r will both be unity and we have as
J pthe resultant force on the unit cube exactly — ZU— whereds r
the negative sign is used because the force acts oppositely to
,;he rate of increase of pressure. This force would obviously
cause an acceleration such that the relation
F = — d_P dq, P _ _ - 61.
is true where yu_ represents the density and dc) r[i the
differential tangential variation of the fluids absolute velo-
city. If now FjT is not zero then obviously dq rp does not
vanish whence relation 56 is noc true and hence the expression
(59), derived from it, does not hold.
The only other sources of tangential resultants arise
from accelerations imposed on the particles motion by the de-
straint motion; that is in pump actions only, as obviously the
particles motion will not of its own accord or self actingly
impose such accelerations on itself. The motions which the
destraints in rotation tend to impose on the particle are ob-
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viously rotary motions about the axis of rotation of the trans-
former. There is consequently an acceleration inward toward the
center of rotation imposed on the particle under at least those
conditions of motion where it does not move relatively radially
away from the center of rotation, and consequently there will be
force resultants radially outward, exerted by particles in such
states of motion. Such radial forces are called, centrifugal
forces and obviously these will have tangential components where
ever radial projections into the tangential directions do not
vanish. This is true for any channel along whose path the
radius is a variable.
We conclude that for pump activities 59 is a crit-
j p
erian of the magnitude of the action only when ~- =0 and
c\s r
when, for the motion as described by this equation, the centri-
fugal forces vanish; as obviously if the centrifugal or radial
forces vanish then likewise will their tangential components
vanish. For channels whose paths have a constant radius the
tanger- tial projection of any radial vector vanishes whence; for
these the only condition of unconstrained tangential motion is
. dP
that ~zrz vanisnes.as r
We shall discover in Chapter V that there will be such
a magnitude T c of the relative velocity T at and
above which the centrifugal forces vanish but below which they
appear. That is for trie magnitude T^T C the inward
radial accelerations of the particles motion vanishes but for
all magnitudes T< T c there is such an inward acceleration
whence there will be centrifugal forces.
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We will call the conditions in which centrifugal
forces vanish the CBNJRI-VAMKSCEHT STATE and that in which they
exist the CEIJTRI -FORCE STATEof the motion, and the mathematical
relation expressing the demarcation ratio between them the
CRI riCAL RAJIO . In this sense therefore the magnitude r c
of the relative velocity r will be its critical magnitude
and it will signify that at and above this magnitude the centri-
vanescent state exists. Hence for — the
magnitude of the acJi^n will be determined from the cri terian
59 if r ^ r c , If however r < r c the
magnitude of the action must be determined from the conditions of
tangential force equilibrium and these will be further investi-
gated in Chapter V.
34. AC'JIONS OF CLASS II. We will now investigate
the class of actions in which we have existent tangential con-
straints of trie form SlC . The differential of the tan-
gential work is represented by the expression
d W
r
= dm ^Rr e r Jt ^ dm e v dq rd t
This differs in magnitude from the tangential kinetic differential
by the amount
and since for all activities all of the action except that re-
presented by this difference is compensated for in the kinetic
energy of the fluid we conclude; that this differential dif-
ference is likewise the equivalent of «he work compensating
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differential transformation of the potential energy of the
fluid. It follows that
—dW
L
= dm(e r - q r ) dq r
which is otherwise represented in terms of the relative velocity
as
JW
L
= - dm rpr-a^J
or for a particle dm the integrated value is
where ~d{e r )a^CQ^<r- d& so that obviously the destraint equation
and the relation connecting f and e mu3t be found before
the integration can be completed.
o differential dWL has in general the parts 6\Nq
and dW* where for the existence of the transformation dVYg
there must be a vertical displacement of the fluid, and where for
the existence of the transformation dW$ there must be a
variation of the fluids pressure in the direction of flow. Trans-
formations dWG and dGyy do not effect the availability of
the system. They will therefore proceed according to the
principle of least action whence for any given activity involving
such transformations we conclude that dWG = -dG
For any given compensating transformation
the part d Wq will therefore be a minimum whence, we can im-
mediately solve for the part dW<£ from the equation
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+ dW*=dmr[dr-&Ce r) <rJ-dWClil . ~ 6i -
For all ordinary cases the part cIWq will either completely
vanish or be negligibly small when
ciW^ = dm r [clr- €>(e r)^\
For the total differential of work done in actions of
Class II we have
— dW = dm er dq r + dm c\ n dq n
?--64.
which may be otherwise written as
- dW= dm (e r-q r) dq r +dm(cj r d<f r -f-fydq,,)
= dm rfiic^-dr] +-dm(<f,,dq r -H ^d^)]
of which each term excepting dm r ^(e^is separately exact.
For Case II therefore the relation between the destraint co-
ordinates and the relative velocity is necessary for the complete
integration of the action equation. Integrating the exact terms
and replacing c),.
, q n , and e r in terms of the
destraint coordinates we have as the action for a particle dm
the following expression;
z
dW= dmj rco5<r-de- dim -r [e^r 2- 2 ercoscr]* -65
In this expression the first two terns of the right
hand member exactly represent the magnitude of the action com-
pensating for the potential energy variation and the third term
that compensating for the kinetic energy variation. The
equation ir. exactly ferae for all activities in which the action
is dynamically conservative and in which the potential energy
transformations are adiabatic so that in the activity there is
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zero dissipation of available energy .
Since now as before shown all pump actions (for the
types of transformers here considered) have a strictly kinetic
origin and since in such, as also before shown, transformations
of the type -fc|L N can not exist simultaneously at the
same place .ith the action
-f- dN w ; we conclude that the
action can only have all the components of equation 65 if the
component transformation between potential and kinetic energy is
of the sense -f- d N ^ . In practice this would
generally only occur when the action or work done dW is
of the sense dWN which is exactly a motor
action.
35. EQUILIBRIUM FOR ACflOHS Or CLASS II. The
variations for equilibrium in this class of activity will ob-
viously be wholly dependent on the terminal potentials.
We have as the general relation connecting these the equation
dm .Lf= -dm wL |%dm wj;
or Lf= -Wj>N L |f
where '"or pump actions the term vanishes and for
motor actions will, when it is in existence, be a maximum.
Its kinetic variation is exactly equal to
but subject to the condition that cj 2 ^> <^j ( for; obviously if
cj2 < cj, in a motor action it can not have been because
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of a compensating transformation L_ N | .Substituting 6^ and
the foregoing in the above expression we have as the equilibrium
equation
*9
8 l2
Z 66
asIn this equation the term
^ J
vanishes if 6j £ g Cj (
the negative difference does not, for this class of activity,
represent compensation for a transformation L N |^ but exactly
the compensation for the transformation dWN ) which is
otherwise ta'zen care of by the last term of equation 65.
This latter terra vanishes for the condition cjz > ^« if the
12 is existent during the action for;
in a motor action a net gain of the -li^etic energy of the medium
is compensated for, not in word done, but from a potential trans-
formation N L • With these restrictions in
mind equation 66 with 65 i3 sufficient to solve the actions of
Class II. In special cases the potential transformation might
vanish when equation 65 would become identical to the general
action equation of Case I. The latter case is therefore
merely a special application of Case II and applicable for dy-
namicall conservative activities to either motor or pump actions.
In Case I now the force Fr , due to the tangential
acceleration of the particle dm has been considered as acting
entirely between dm and adjacent fluid so that only
the fluids velocity is considered in arriving at the displace-
ment ds and in Case II said force has been considered as
acting entirely bet.een dm and the channel wall whence; we
consider the tangential velocity of said wall in determining ds .
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The -only other conceivable distribution of said force
application is its partial application between the channel v/all
and the fluid, as mentioned for Case 111.
36. ACTIVITIES OP CLASS III. For this class of
action the particle dm is to be considered as having the
part dm' whose acceleration causes a tangential force to
exist between it and adjacent fluid and a part dm" whose
acceleration causes a tangential force to exist between it and
the channel wall. Since now dm' is compensating for
work done, from its kinetic energy only, and dm" from both
its kinetic and potential energy they can not continuously
exist at the sane potential. If such an activity actually
did occur there would inevitably be an irreversible flow of heat
from the parts dm' to the parts dm" . v/e may choose the
particle dm as small as we please and in uhe limit it would
shrink wr) into a mass point. Obviously within suc^. a point
two different potentials can not exist at the same instant and
we conclude that the above is not an exact interpretation of
the actual variation of conditions. Y7e arrive at the proper
interpretation by taking into consideration the principle of
least action as follows;
If the part dm" of the element dm compensates
for action from both its kinetic and potential energy whereas
the part dm' compensates for action from its kinetic energy
only then since, the kinetic variation of both parts is the
same, the action of the oart dm" will be preater than that of
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I
the part dm' . The force conditions influencing both
parts are however the same and consequently there can only
be one variation resulting in least action. We conclude
that the action and energy variation of both parts must conform
to this condition whence; bo^h, the potential energy transfor -
mations compensating therefore and the action are to be con-
sidered as being ta^;en part in equally by all fluid elements in
one cross-section of uniform force conditions .
Y7e will let S^a represent such a factor that,when
multiplying the quantitative representation |_l of the
actual compensating potential transformations for a particle
dm between pressure limits 1 and 2, the produce will be
such that the equation
?.• dA J
2
= dm"frdq r
' A
is true where; the right hand side represents exactly the dy-
namic activity, of the particle dm compensated for in
the potential energy of the particle and the left hand side re-
presents exactly the realized part, for such action, of the
available energy of the particle between these limits. If
we consider a unit weight of tne fluid the equation becomes
where m" = ^-"
whence
where now
I,
* 3 equal to the realized part, for
action, of the potential transformation per unit weight of the
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medium,where represents exactly the action per
unit weight to be compensated for from the potential energy per
unit weight of the medium and; whore in view of the foregoing
conclusions as rerards the nature of the activity vv must
be unity if tne equation is to be satisfied when accurately rep-
resenting the activity. We have therefore as the equation
representing this part of the action
?„A L|>^(2r^ r 67
where dq
r
may be replaced by j^cli— ~d(e n)^] and V
by Cq h - e r ) and where e r = e COS o~ .The factor
^a now represents exactly tne efficiency of the com-
pensating potential transformation referred to the adiabatic
process as unity and we conclude; since the whole fluid mass
is considered homegeneously active therewith, that the above
system of coordinates and method of attack lead to accurate
quantitative representations of the energetic variations during
the activity.
7/e have thus shown that for the only final energetic
states of the fluid which could result from a partial force
distribution as described for Case III, that in the actual
activity uhe dynamic action can not be such as to have t .is
force distribution , but that if such a final energetic state
exists that the path will have been such as to have had the
least action for each particle. . This path is different
from the above path for at least part of the fluid mass and
can be exactly determined for a given potential energy var-
iation between limits 1 and Z by the eouation 67.
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The activity as described is exactly biacuive in the
sense of the classification of activities of article 2. Forces
are active in two senses namely; in the aero order or ordinary
dynamic sense and in the first order or molecular sense. By
the principle of least action now the dynamic forces will he
least active in doing wor'.: and the molecular force will he least
active in arranging parts of the first order for zero order
activity or work . The factor SjL is now exactly the
efficiency of the arranging process and as another criterian of
the direction of the activity we have the condition that
a^ will be a minimum.
37. HOMEGEHIBTY OF IRREVERSI3ILLIIY AIID RESTRAINED
AVAILABLE WBRdtm It follows also from the foregoing con-
clusions that if the mechanical constraints are so arranged as
to have possible for the given activity any internal irrev-
ersibilities, such as free expansions or internal friction,
that for homegeneous fluids these irreversibillities will occur
simultaneously in adjacent fluid particle and that no one dif*
ferential part of the fluid can be regarded as having its potenti
al energy vary at a greater rate than that of the immediate
neighboring particles. In other words there is HOLIECEIIISTY
OF IRR27ER1IBILLITY and the medium active in transforming its
energy is to be regarded as having for every particle a
RESTRAINED transformation making only available a portion
dAL ' ^ of energy, for action, where Tor ideal conditions
the portion dA L would be available between the
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same potential limits. The force distribute n for such
cases is tiierefore to be regarded as that under ideal condi-
tions of an equivalent medium whose available energy between
potential limits 1 and 2 is now <E ' A L j
t
as shown in
equation 67, instead of A \_ | as shown by equation 62,
The activity with fcnia modifications will be treated exactly as
for Case II, and Co make the equations of Case 11 applicable
it is merely necessary to modify the energy terms as above.
The same argument may be extended to include dynamic
or other activities which in some sense involve irreversibilli ties
V/e need tiierefore in all such cases merely to consider for the
active medium an equivalent medium whose available en-.rgy is
equal to tiie restrained available energy of the actual medium.
Algebraically this function is of course performed by merely
multiplying the available energy of the actual medium between
the potential limits in question, by a factor so that the product
equals the available energy of the equivalent medium between
the same potential limits. Obviously the product represents
the realised, for action, available energy between said limits
and the multiplying factor a referred efficiency of the process.
38. AVAILAB ILLI TY III POLYACTIVT TIES. If the
activity were polyactive, then i.. a general activity each order
of parts would have within itself an arranging activity which
would cause an activity of the next lower order of parts.
This part of the activity is exactly of the nature of the fore-
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going biactivity and the relations between the parts of the
activity will be exactly as for the foregoing. If, there-
to 1fore represents the efficiency of the arranging acti-
vity it will be a minimum. For any polyactivity there-
fore the subdivisions of active particles may be taken in
pairs as above and for each there will be an arranging effi-
ciency
<=fa .
If the activity of second order of
particles with respect the first has an arranging efficiency for
<— it
activity of first order of particles, equal to 9^ and
the first with respect to the zero order a referred efficiency
of then the efficency of the second order parts in
arranging for zero order activity will be represented by the
product
To Xa
where as before the activity will be such that each efficiency
is separately a minimum. If now dA and dA'
represent respectively the available energy, for a particle
dm between given potential limits, of the second order
with respect to she first and of the first with respect to the
zero order when the efficiencies ^ and are
unity then; during a transformation betv/een the above potential
limits, the zero order available energy will be
and the average efficiency of the zero order activity referred
to the adiabatic process as unity will be

CJ1.
dA" + AN
Such parts as dA are exactly the energy in an
order of parts which may cause available activity in the next
lower order parts without the aid of transformations as
specifically the motional energy of an order of parts wh i ch is
available for next lower order acti v ity and in this respect
they are exactly a measure of the decree of orderliness of the
motions of said parts.
An example of such an activity is chat, within a pas
engine cyl.'nder during the explosion stroke, Here previous
to explosion the gases have been compresssed whence there is
available some first order kinetic energy A by virute of
the work of compression. Then during the explosion stroke
combustion occurs and both the energy components A and A
fire active. A representing the chemical energy and A
the molecular available energy. Obviously the greater part of
the energy A" is used in merely giving ultimately unavail-
able motion to the first order parts. The activity here cited
is exactly biactive in the first order but as a whole triactive
since atomic, molecular and zero order dynamic forces are active
therein.
If is of course evident that in general it is impractical to
build rotary transformers so that their passages will in all
positions conform to all changes including those due to gravity.
s exactly kinetic energy, or more
39. COMPONENT TRANSFORMATION DUE TO GRAVITY.
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for; in order to do this the passage on the rotating element
would have to have their mechanical constrainst vary during
rotation to respond to variations of the fluids physical con-
figuration caused by variations of gravity effects during said
rotation. Nevertheless it may in some cases he important to
know the magnitude of these effects and their variations so that
such constraints may be planned as will give for a complete
rotation the best average results.
TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL AG OF GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY.
This total differential will be eoual to the produc t, mass x a x
vertical displacement of the mass. The fluid within
the transformer has at any instant the absolute velocity cj
v,hich has the components r sin $ , r cos 4> sin ^ and e-rcos (p cos If
In time dt a fluid element with absolute
velocity cj will be displaced by an amount equal to cj dt
and the components of the displacement will be r dt sin
<f> f
r dt COS <p Sin r\ and e dt - r dt cos <p COS
^
respectively,
the radial, axial and peripheral displacements. Now r dt
is equal to tne relative displacement in the channel and we
will denote it by ds
r
e dt is the peripheral
displacement in the s-..me time of the fixed point in the channel
at which dm is situated and whose peripheral velocity
is 6 T7e will denote this displacement by ds e
The components of displacement are thus represented
as follows
Radial ds r s\n <j>
axial d s r cos <p sin r?
.- ri heral ds e — ds r COS <p COS1{j
X 68
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_ - 69
Referring now to figures 5 and 5a we have, as before
shown, the angles p and "A measuring the angularity
of any peripheral line in the plane of rotation with the verti-
cal direction and hence; expressions 46 to 49 inclusive re-
present the vertical projections of radial, a xial, peripheral
and general vectors. Expression 50 represents the pro-
jection in the direction of motion of the surface normal pro-
jection of a vertical vector. From formulae 46 to 48 in-
clusive we have thus, as representing the vertical projections
of displacements 68 , the expressions
radial ds r sin sin A cosp
axial ds r COS (p Sin t{ sin p
peripheral ds e cos A cosp - ds r co, <p cos n cos A cosf)
and t:.e total vertical displacement will be
tds r ( sin? s\nAcosj3 + cos<p sinq sin/ - cos <p cos qcos A zosp)-*-
-}- d s e cos A cospj — — — - — — 70.
For a mass element dm the change dQ will
3 be [7dsr (sin0 SinAcosp-t-cos <j> smrj sin^-COS^cosr^cosAcos/
-+ ds e cos A cos J3~\ c} dm —
in which j9 is the general constant, ^ is constant
along stationary radial lines but varies from one to another
and
<f>
and ^ are in general functions of the
radius f> ds e is obviously directly dependent on the
radius and equal to />d<* where doc is ti.e angular
displacement, about the axis of rotation, of the rotor during
ti e dt
Important practial cases are when the rotor is
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horizontal or vertical. In the first case J3 = 90° and
71 reduces to
d G = ds r cos sin K[ gam
In the second case 8—0 and 71 reduces to
d G = [ds r (sin0s/nA-co5 0Cosr( cos A) dse co5 9 dm
COMPONENT PARTS 0? DIFFERENTIAL CHANGE dG . 7/e
are next confronted with the problem of discovering the division
of d G into its component parts. The total differ-
ential is represented by the expression
dGw+- dG N + dG$
To determine the magnitude of the transformation dGvv
v;e have to guide us the principle of least action and the con-
stancy of the force gravity. Thus;- the least action due
to gravity, which can be transmitted between the rotor and fluid
element is represented by the product : - resolution of
surface reaction due to gravity in direction of motion X
displacement in direction of motion.
Referring to formula 50 and replacing the vertical
vector u'd' therein by gam the force of gravity, We
have as the resolution of the surface reaction, due to gravity,
in the direction of motion
q dm cos p sin( A - %) sin £
and as the work done due to gravity
ciGw - qdm cos p sin(A-£) Sin £ • ds e 11
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If £ is zero v.e note that clG^ vanishes and hence
for ti.is condition all of the differential dG is compensated
for in 'energy N and $ within the system.
We have from the foregoing
whence by substitution of 71 and 72 the following expression is
arrived at dG^ + dG^^ (L 5,n i 5 'n ^ coiP ~»" co5 sin sin^ — cos# cos
cos A cos/J d5
r
-h Ccos A cos/? - cos^ sin ^ sin(A-/)] ds e) 9 dm 13,
In this expression the transformation dG$ will, according
to condition 25 of article 16, be a minimum. For all cases
this equation with the existence conditions of article 15 and the
rates for equilibrium as disclosed in article 16 will afford a
general solution of the effects of gravity.
For particular cases we use these formulae together
with the expression
with a relation
exists and where, as before explained, ^ represents the
angularity of the radius, to the point under consideration, with
respect to a reference radius and where S is the distance
along the channel, to said point, from a reference point,
At a point p we have
jo d ^ = d s cos cos t] = d 5 cos cr = ds
and hence

d £ - ds cos cr _
^ f
whence 51 may be written in the forms
We must be careful not to confuse the coordinate S
here used with the coordinate 5 r • ^5 is exactly the
differential tangential distance along the channel of which the
peripheral projection is />d<? or ds e whereases
is the relative tangential displacement in the channel of the
particle considered, during a peripheral displacement dse of
a point in the channel at which the particle was considered as
located at the beginning of the differential activity.
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Chapter V.
CM35IFUGA1 EFFECX S
.
40. NATURE OP CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSION. The tendency to
move in a straight line, will cause mass elements in curvilinear
motion, to exert, radially outwards, forces proporational to the
instantaneous radially inward accelerations to their curvilinear
motions. Such motions have thus imposed on them radial con-
straints causing, or at least always existing with, said curvi-
linear states of motion. Those constraints or radial forces are
as before mentioned, called the centrifugal forces of the motion.
Referring to figure 7 there is represented a channel A,
(through which fluid is flowing) in rotation about the stationary
center . This system is such as to have the increase of
fluid pressure, radially outwards, exist by virtue of the centri-
fugal forces as AF' and these, as above noted, are exerted by
mass elements because of their curvilinear state of motion.
If the fluid pressure increases with the radial distance
from the center then in general the intensity of the fluids
potential energy will likewise increase with said radial dis-
placement. Tie are thus forced to investigate the exact nature
of the transformations resulting in said increase of potential
energy, and will, for the present, further specify the system
by imposing the condition, that energy from external systems
can only be imparted to the fluid medium as work done on it,
through means of the transformer, and obviously at the expense
of external energy. We must now first discover in what forms of
the fluids energy this work done, may be compensated for.
lailZTIC COMPENSATION FOR .YORK DONE IN PUMP ACTION. It was
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discovered in Article Id that, for all continuous flow rotary
transformers, the whole action, or work done is fundamentally
kinetic, and in Article 14, that for pump transformers of this
type, not only is the action fundamentally kinetic but the whole
energy of the fluid compensated for in the action, is of the zero
order kinetic form. In the foregoing analysis all the forces in-
volved were not directly considered, but we shall now directly
consider these forces, and shall show that even with centrifugal
forces and force heads present, that the whole energy compensated
for, in work done, is of the zero order kinetic form. The radial,
axial and peripheral components of the resultant forces on the
fluid mass elements will be considered and it will be remembered
that in a pump action the reaction points are acting on the fluid
mass elements.
Between an element A m and a reaction point a peripheral
component of force can obviously only exist by virtue of an
actual peripheral acceleration of said element. If this is true,
then the least work which can be done to the element in a peri-
pheral displacement is exactly equivalent to the change of the
peripheral component of the kinetic energy N of the element.
The action will of course be a minimum and we conclude that the
peripheral component of force increases, in a pump action, only
the zero order kinetic energy of the fluid.
The centrifugal forces A F' exist in the radial direction,
and if these should have one point of application on the reaction
points and the latter are displaced in the line of action of said
forces, that is radially, then certainly work could be done on
said mass elements even though they remained radially stationary
ft
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or moved with a constant velocity only. That is work could be
done from the reaction point on the mass elements which would
increase the potential energy of the latter. Such displacements
of the reaction points do not occur however for; these are in
rotation about a stationary center and hence their motion compon-
ents in both the radial and axial directions vanish.
As shown in the forgoing, the peripheral component of
action can not directly result in an increase of the potential
energy of the fluid, and we have shown that radial and axial
components of action directly increasing the potential energy
are non-existent. We conclude that work done can not (in a pump
action) result in an increase of the potential energy of the
medium or; as in Article 14, the whole action is directly com-
pensated for in the zero order kinetic energy only of the fluid
medium.
Centrifugal forces and likewise axial forces can therefore
only result in work done on the mass elements if relative radial
and axial acceleration components are allowed to exist. Under
these conditions, the kinetic energy of the fluid is caused to
be increased by work done because of resultant surface reactions
brought into play in the direction of the absolute variation of
the fluids motion, and obviously the least action will be exactly
equal to the variation of kinetic energy caused thereby.
KINETIC COMPENSATION FOR CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSION. SIMPLE
AND COMPOUND COMPRESSION. Since now the work done can not pos-
sibly ( in a pump activity ) result in a direct increase of the
potential energy of the fluid medium, then for the increase of
this energy for centrifugal compression, we must discover another
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source. If there is zero thermal transmission "between the
central and external systems then, in view of the preceding,
obviously the only source left for said potential increase is the
radial component of said fluid mediums zero order kinetic energy.
The increase of potential energy for centrifugal compression will
therefore (with zero thermal communication) be wholly compensated
for in this kinetic energy, and if there is not a decrease of
the latter, there can not possibly be any such work of compres-
sion. It is to be noted that we call it work of compression even
though it is not directly compensated for in energy of external
systems. The kinetic energy compensating for the compression was,
during its period of generation, hov/ever directly compensated
for in external systems and thus the energy of centrifugal com-
pression represents work done during the preceding period of time
in which the compensating energy N was generated.
Now obviously if there is an increase of pressure in the
line of progression of the element Am then the only possible
way in which the work of compression can vanish, that is be the
equal to zero, is for the volume to remain constant . This does
not however necessarily mean, that in all cases in which the
volume remains constant there can not be a conversion of kinetic
energy to potential energy by a reduction, in said radial com-
ponent of the kinetic energy.
We will call such a constant volume centrifugal pressure
increase, when it is not accompanied by a decrease of the radial
component of the kinetic energy, a pure or SIMPLE CENTRIFUGAL
COMPRESSION to distinguish it from the COMPOUND CENTRIFUGAL
COMPRESSION wherein, the compression is compensated for by a
r/g. a.
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reduction in the radial component of the kinetic energy N sim-
ultaneously with the variation of pressure because of centrifugal
forces.
For incompressible media therefore a simple compression
exists when the increase of centrifugal pressure is unaccompanied
by a reduction of kinetic energy, and this is the ordinary cen-
trifugal head for liquids. For compressible media however we can
attain simple compression only by the addition of energy as heat
,
during compression, from an external source, at such a rate that
with the increasing pressure the specific volume is maintained
exactly constant. All ordinary centrifugal compressions of
these media must therefore inevitably be compount compressions
or ; for such, if there is not a conversion of kinetic energy to
work of compression, an increase of pressure due to centrifugal
forces cannot exist .
41. CENTRIFUGAL CONSTRAINT FUNCTION I. We shall now
build up a defining function for the radial constraints on the
fluid mediums motion, kno7m as centrifugal forces.
Suppose that any mass point dm (figure 8) possesses
such a motion that its components in the orthogonal system of
axes e, a
1
and yo
;
are cj e
' and cj^ respectively. The
magnitude of the function I, for the particle in any particular
state of its motion, we will define as equal to the kinetic
energy equivalent of the change in velocity o P^ necessary to
cause the projection in the ep plane, of the particles motion
.
to be rectilinear.
The differential dl of I is thus represented for a
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particle dm by the expression
dl = dm
cfr dq'p — 15
for a unit weight of the fluid by the expression
dl = *rd*l- - - - -- 16
and lastly for a unit volume mass of the fluid by the expression
dl = - 77
where ju represents the density.
Suppose now that the particles motion is considered as
it passes through the transformer, and that the e
,
oi, and p 7
axes represent respectively the peripheral, axial and radial
directions on the rotor. The plane is now the rotational
plane, and since axial variations are normal to it and hence
have only zero resultant components therein, then certainly when
the components of motion in the rotational plane are rectilinear
the centrifugal forces vanish. But when this is true then
likewise the function I vanishes and we conclude; that the
function I is for a given transformer a measure of the centrifu -
gal forces . For the condition of motion in which I vanishes
there is certainly existent the state of motion called in Article
33 the centri-vanescent state, and when the motion in the rota-
tional plane is curvilinear then, with certain restrictions as
to the causes of the curvilinearity of the motion, the centri
force state of motion is in existence.
42. FUNCTION I EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF COORDINATES CAp
AND ci e . The center of rotation of the transformer is
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regarded as being stationary and when this is true then the
translatory components
, <ju and cj e of the fluids motion
are respectively exactly equal to its absolute translatory
components ojp
, q£ and c\'e
This being true, then if from any cause whatsoever the
relative radial velocity c\P is changed by an amount dc\p
then the differential dm c\ P dcj/> for the particle din will
be exactly to its differential dm <^'r doL for the same radial
change. We conclude that the differential change of the function
caused by a variation is represented by the expression
dl^ = - dm c\pdo^ p - - - - - - 78
where dI/> denotes the partial variation of I with respect
to cj^ and where dap denotes an increase in the direction
radially outv.'ards of the fluids velocity. The partial differen-
tial symbol is used to express the variation I because, as will
be shown below, the magnitude of I depends upon both the compo-
nents Qp and cf e and hence a variation of either taken
separately is only a part of the possible total variation which
may be caused to it.
If now in addition to the change dc\p there is a varia-
tion -+ dcj e from a centri-force cause (Art. 43) , in the
peripheral component cje then, as will be shown below, the
partial change in I caused thereby is represented by the ex-
pression ^ T , , 7a0l e = dm oj e dc|c - - - - ~
-
Expression 79 is stated in words as; if in a curvilinear
motion, the peripheral component of velocity is caused by the
rotors motion to be changed, then the necessary magnitude of the
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radial component of velocity for rectilinear motion is varied by
exactly the same amount.
PROOF OF HELATIOH 79. If the absolute motion of the
particle is considered it will have peripheral, radial and axial
components. Of these the axial component is, as above stated,
normal to the plane of rotation and hence its variations can
have only zero effect on centrifugal magnitudes. It is necessary
to consider therefore, concerning the latter, only the radial and
peripheral components of the motion, whence; the considered
component of the motion is planar, and it is our object to find
the conditions of motion which will cause said planar component
of motion to become rectilinear.
Any motion which is rectilinear will have zero angular
velocity and likewise any components of such a rectilinear
motion, in its own plane, will certainly possess zero angular
velocity. Furthermore if any component, in its plane of a planar
motion has zero angular velocity then likewise will all its
components, in that plane, and hence the motion itself possess
zero angular velocity.
If therefore the condition can be discovered, which will
cause the angular velocity of either the radial or peripheral
components of the motion to vanish, this will likewise be a con-
dition for which the component of motion in the rotational plane
will be rectilinear.
We now choose to find the condition which will cause the
angular velocity of the peripheral component to vanish. Referring
to figure 9a, there is represented a particle dm in pure
Fig. 9a.
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circular motion about a center O . Its path pb is now
described as such that at every point its distance from the fixed
center is constant. It is readily proven that the radial
acceleration Q^, existing by virtue of the departure of the
motion from the straight line path pc (that is due to the
angular motion of the particle) , is represented by the expression
—
-3k _ __ 80
where q e represents the peripheral velocity of the particle at
the instant of consideration, and where the minus sign indicates
the direction toward the center . If the motion is purely
circular as here described then, since p is con3tand the rela-
tive radial acceleration Q P = vanishes.^" dt
Suppose now that instead of the pure circular motion that
it is as represented by the path p
1 b 1 of figure 9b, so that at
the point p' the absolute velocity oj has, referred to the rotor
circle p'b a peripheral component <sj e . It has in addition a
component of radial velocity o^p so that the particle varies its
relative radial position in the rotor as well as its circumferen-
tial position. It may thus in general likewise possess a relative
radial acceleration Q p - -4^-and , when this is true, then its ab-r at
«• solute radial acceleration QP is no longer represented by 80 .
| To arrive at the exact magnitude of the resultant radial
u
£ acceleration for the latter conditions of motion we consider the
° source of the motion component q € . '.Ye are considering here
J a pump action whence this component is regarded as being wholly
generated by virtue of the rotary motion imparted from the channel
I surface points to the fluid particle under consideration. If
now the motion imparted to the fluid particle is identical with
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the motion of the surface point then a = q e = e und the motion will
be purely circular. For this condition, as mentioned above, the
acceleration component vanishes and the resultant radial
acceleration Qjj is represented by the expression — ^p. . Sup-
pose now that on the particle in purely circular motion, a
relative radial acceleration is imposed. It will be directed
along that radial line in which —3*. is directed at the instant
of the appearance of Q^> and it follows; in view of this and
since = - 3& when Qp vanishes, that when Qp exists, that
the resultant radial acceleration Q'P is represented by the
algebraic sura of trie former two components as follows:
o;= ± Qp
-f 81
Shis expression exactly represents the centrifugal
acceleration causing the existent centrifugal forces. It is
likewise a measure of the curvilinearity of the motion due to
the rotational motion of the source from which the motion is
derived . It follows that when the acceleration Q'^ in the
rotational plane vanishes that then the motion therein is rect-
ilinear. ITow 81 can obviously only vanish if we have Qp pos-
itive whence; as a representation of the condition of rectili-
nearity of the motions we have the relation
_ _ _ _ 62+ Qf - 3p- =
0'
or
-f <^Lf - Zp. =
The latter expression may be stated in terms of j> y c\ F ; and n
where n represents the number of revolutions per unit time
for a peripheral velocity q e at the radius p
7e have, since q^dt^dyo by substitution in 82
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q/dq, = -
-83
whence by integration
- il«
and cj^^cje ________ _ 84.
Relation 84 is now exactly an expression of the condition
for the rectilineari ty of the projection of the particles motion
into the rotational plane. It may be otherwise stated as; the
peripheral velocity component q e must not be greater than
the relative radial velocity component Cj^> •
Suppose now that for a condition of motion described
by the relation Cj^ ^ cj e we increase q e , from a centri-force
cause, by an amour.t dq e . Obviously, in view of 84, we must
now increase the magnitude of c\p necessary for rectilinear
motion in the ep plane, by exactly the same amount whence;
expression 79 is proven true.
43. CRITICAL RATIO AND FIELD OF CONDITIONS FOR CEIJTRI-
VANESCENT AND CENTRI -FORCE STATES. The above relation 84 between
the relative radial and peripheral components of velocity re-
presents, as below shown, exactly the critical ration between
them so that for motions described by the relation
Cf/s- =^ Cj e — - — — — — — — — &5 C\
the state of centri-vanescence exists. For those described
by the relation
o\r < £j e 65 b
obviously, in view of the foregoing, the state of centri-force
exists, if as before, <3 e has been generated from a centri-
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force cause.
PROOF OP TRUTH OP COITION 85a POR CENTRI-VANESCKNCE.
Any component of a rectilinear motion raey be increased by
a rectilinear amount and the new resultant motion (fill be
rectilinear. If c\^~ <^ e then as above shown the motion is
rectilinear and the centri-vanescent state exists. If now cj^ is
increased in magnitude, over its magnitude q^,= 6j e the only cause
of this increase can be from gravity or from the force existing
by virtue of a negative variation of the pressure potential in
the line of flow. These forces will obviously have a constant
straight line direction whence ; they can, of themselves, cause
only rectilinear variations in the motion components and we
conclude; that the resultant motions, if mechanically free
,
will
be thereby varied only be rectilinear magnitudes. Of course these
latter variations, which will be rectilinear if they can, might,
by the varying direction of mechanical walls, (mechanically
constrained , or not mechanically free) be constrained to generate
into curvilinear variations. In such cases however the con-
straining forces (being surface normal reactions) are all normal
to the direction of fluid flow, and hence for such, there would
still be zero tangential resultants due to centrifugal forces
as; the latter themselves, if existent, will be identically the
above mentioned surface normal reactions, and hence can have
only zero resultants in the line of flow. life conclude therefore
that the state of centri-vanescent motion (or non-existence of
tangential resultants due to centrifugal forces) exists for all
motions which are such as to fulfill the relation 85a.

The term eentri -vane scent is thus extended to include
all motions free of tangetial resultants due to centrifugal
forces. It is a broader defining terra than the term rectilinear
and includes all rectilinear motions and in addition those
curvilinear motions whose curvilinearity is due wholly to surface
flow reactions normal to the direction of motion. In short a
motion is in the centri-vanescent state of generation if, at a
point, the force causing the motion has a constant straight line
direction, and such a force condition is properly called a cen-
tri-vanescent cause . A force of varying directions would thus
be termed a centri-force cause .
Obviously after the variation of motion from a centri-
vanescent cause or simultaneously with its generation, surface
normal reactions may come into play so as to deflect the motion
from the straight line path, but the motion will still be in
a centri-vanescent state because, as noted, said normal reac-
tions have zero resultants in the direction of flow.
LIMITATIONS OP FIELD OP APPLICATION FOR CRITERIA 84,
85a and 85b. '.Then a motion is such as to fulfill relation
84 then obviously its components o| e and oj^ become respec-
tively identical to it3 components q'
g
and a'p or; the angular
velocity in the plane of rotation of the particle under consider-
ation vanishes, and all components of its motion in the rota-
tional plane are rectilinear. Wow, regardless of the previous
motional history of the particle, when the \itate of motion de-
scribed by the relation qp = q e is attained then its angular
velocity in the rotational plane will vanish and its action in
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this plane will be rectilinear. We conclude; that relation
84 is a criterion for the rectilinear state, in the rotational
plane of any fluid action whatsoever through the transformer .
In 85a the above criterion is included in the more
general relation expressed by c\p q e . Since now, as above
noted, the relation qp - q e is always a criterion for the
rectilinearity of the motion, and since, as before shown, any
variation dq^> above the magnitude of q^ cj e; has as the only
source a centri-vanescent force condition, then likewise the
relation cj^cjgis a general criterion of the centri-vanescent state
of the motion. T.'e conclude; that relation 85a just as 84 is a
general criterion for the centri-vanescent state of the fluid
motion component in the rotational plane of the transformer .
The criterion 85b may as before mentioned, not however
in general indicate the exi stance of a centrifugal force. For
instance it is conceivable that a motion may have a component
of motion cj^ < where now both components are rectilinear. In
that case the motion is obviously in the centri-vanescent state,
but if the relation
is true then likewise, for any instant, the relation
cje < qf
for the motion will be satisfied. This is exactly the criterion
85b for the centri -force state. We conclude that whether or not
85b is a criterion of the centri-force state depends on the
previous history of the motion, and in order to discover that
history for which the criterion is applicable we need merely to
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examine the conditions for which the theory has been deduced.
In building up the theory for the criteria of these
states of motion we have considered the component qe as
wholly imparted to the fluid by the rotary motion of the chan-
nels working surfaces. For motions generated in this way
(that is for pump aotions) therefore 85b is exactly a criterion
of the existence of the centri -force state. In such cases
the motion is generated from a centri-force cause and we may
say that criterion 85b is applicable only when the component
q e has a centri-force origin. We conclude; that criterion
85b, and the theory for centri-force states of motion, are only
applicable when the motion component q £ has, as above mentioned,
a centri-force origin or more specifically, when it is generated
from rotating surface reaction points .
44. EQUILIBRIUM AND MAGNI TUDE OF ACTIOS FOR CENTRI
-
VANESCENT AND FROM CENTRI-FORCE STATES OF MOTION IN PUMP ACT-
IVITIES. For such activities, as before shown, there will,
during action, not be a positive variation of the pressure
potentials and certainly a negative variation would not be de-
sirable whence, the pressure will in general not vary.
CENTRI -VANESCEL'T STATE OF MOTION. If the motions
satisfy relation 85a the condition of equilibrium is, as before
shown, represented by the equation 59 of least action. We have
rx = r, + J*cosa- de - — (s^
which with the general equation, for kinetic variation,
= dm [e z + r £- 2 er coscrl
i
*
— i
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will determine the magnitude of the action when the fluid
pressure remains constant.
CRITICAL RATH 84 II TERMS OP RELATIVE VELOCITY f .
'.Ve have as the critical relation 84 between the relative redial
and the peripheral velocities the expression
whence
;
by, substitution of their equivalents in terms of the
relative relocities and the channel angularity the following
relation is deduced.
r* sin (p - e - rc cos cr
Solving for the critical magnitude p of the relative velocity
r we have
f£ r=.
e
- g _ _ &Ba
si n^ + coi cr S\n <p -t-cosfcos r\
As shown in Article 23 the relative radial velocity o\ p is ex-
actly the radial component of the relative velocity f md
therefore the magnitudes of these two vary in the same sense
when either is effected only by the others variation. We
therefore conclude that if the relative velocity r as solved
for from the equation of least action 59 is greater than the
value 1^ from equation 86a that the activity will occur in
the centri-vanescent states of the motions, and that therefore,
the purely kinetic action is exactly specified by saici equation
of least action 59. If however the value of V as above
solved for is less than rc the motions will be in the centri-
force state and hence in solving for the action these must be
taken into consideration.
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EQUILIBRIUM FROM THE CENTRI-FORCE STATE. 7/ith zero
variation of the fluids pressure, in the direction of flow,
the condition of equilibrium from a centri-force state will
obviously he reached exactly when the motion has attained the
centri-vanescent state and the least variation transforming
to this state will be that occurring. The equation of equili-
brium is represented by 86a.
r
c
_.
_- S (86 a
sin <p + co5 <r
and for any continuous ohannel at whose exit
r
z 5 ( r> coscrde)
the final relative velocity will be exactly equal to
—— _ _____ &6 b
s>m <f>^ +- cos <ji
The action will for such cases thus have exactly the critical
magnitude
.
If rc reaches a maximum value f c at a section x
(such that r c > r| ) before arriving at the terminal of the
channel, then the equation of equilibrium is represented by
X, = r
e
-»- f co5 cr de — —_* _(_ fC05 a- de - — — — 86 c
for; beyond the section X the relative velocity will again
obey the law of variation of least pure kinetic action, sub-
ject to the condition, that In said latter region the state
of centri-vanescence exists.
If now the condition of centri-force exists so that
the terminal fluid pressure is greater than the initial, then
the flow through the channel must be such as to have equili-
brium between the existing forces. To discover the conditions
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of equilibrium we must first know the magnitudes of these forces
and these are investigated in the following.
45. TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL OF CONSTRAINT
FUNCTION I. The total differential variation dl caused
to the function I by a variation
dN = dm (q e dc\ L + c^ r dcj P + cj a dcj^ )
in the particles kinetic energy is, as shown in Article 42
represented by the expression
where the particle c>I a does not appear becuase of the
absolute ineffectiveness of axial motional variations on the
component of the motion in the rotational plane. T/e have by
substituting 78 and 79 in the above relation
dl — dm (cj e dcj 6 — °[pd<^D ) — - - ©7
whereas before, dc^
e
denotes the increase of peripheral
velocity due to the increase de of the rotational velocity
of the active surface reacting points, and &°{p the increase
of relative redial velocity outwardly from the center of
rotation, of an elementary mass dm .
For a given mass dm, 87 is obviously exact and
hence the variation of I is independent of the path and de-
pends only on the initial and final conditions of velocity of
the given mass. This of course with the restriction, that
+ d£j
e
must have a centri-force cause.
77e have as the absolute value of dl for a given
element
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gU=/<*1 = + --88
or "between the limits 1 and 2 the variation is
dif= * Eii - ; *
These expressions are, as above, subject to the
restriction of having a centri-force cause for the variation
of cj e and to the limiting condition that cj ^ cjt for ob-
viously if
6fr > ^ e
then I = dl = o •
46. PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL AND RADIAL RATE OP VAR-
IATION OF CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSION HEAD. Referring again to
figure 7, we will consider the forces A Fj' and A P . Of
these the former is exerted radially outwards by the element
A m because of the radially inward acceleration of its
curvilinear motion, and the latter is exerted on the ele-
ment because of the inward variation of the pressure poten-
tial. The resultant force in the direction radially out-
wards will be
AFf-AP=AF
and this force will tend to cause a relative radial acceler-
ation ^ °i p of the element, such that the relation
A F = Am 4^°
is true.
This acceleration is directed radially outwards and
hence, as before shown, decreases the magnitude Q^> , (existing
before its appearance) of the absolute radial acceleration
by exactly the amount of said appearing acceleration component.
Thus an increase of this component is not accompanied by an
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increase of radial force but exactly by a decrease of this
force. Then, within the motional limits C| e^ c\j> , this
component acceleration has attained the magnitude
dq^ A_F.
d t Am
where A F represents the difference A F^'-APat the original
instant when da^ was sero, then the force A F has been
d t
reduced to zero, and the equation
ml a u, a AFT'-AF= AF2 '
is true, where A Fj represents exactly the total force
exerted radially outwards in the final state of curvilinear
motion and A Fj"' , as before, exactly that at the considered
initial instant when was zero.
'.7e may write the foregoing equations in terms of dif-
ferentials as
dPT'— dP= dF
dF=dm^>
j 9Q
dif'— d F = dF^'
and dP =dfT'-dm^f^
Consider now an element of volume of unit cross-
sectional area and depth dp • The differential dP of 90
r— I
is for such exactly the differential of pressure, °nd if r,
is the equivalent centrifugal force exerted by a unit volume
under average conditions equal to the instanteneous conditions
of the element in consideration at the initial instant when
— zero, then, in terms of this force that exerted by
dt
the differential volume element at the same instant will ob-
viously be

11
The differential d\ may be represented by cj^. and dm
by whence, by substitution In the last equation of 90
we have
4E = ff'-# 90adp 9 4p
where jll represents the fluid density.
The magnitude of the force coordinate F, in the
above expression is, as before noted, exactly equal to the
radial force magnitude for the given motional state if the
relative radial acceleration vanishes or is reduced to
d t
zero. To discover this magnitude we investigate first, the
magnitude of the function I for a pure circular motion, and
to avoid confusion we will in the following measure the
intensity of I by its magnitude per unit weight. We have thus
whence, for a unit volume mass the magnitude of I , in terms
of the above unites, will be
For the pure circular motion the relative radial
acceleration ^Lot vanishes whence, for such, the magnitude
d t
of the centrifugal force is certainly a special case of the
magnitude of the force F/ . For such a motion the absolute
radial acceleration is, as before, equal to
-31
J3
and the centrifugal force r, of a unit volume mass is for
this case equal to ~ t
IT p
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But for a pure circular motion a„ =. zero whence;
and the above centrifugal force is for this case expressed in
terms of I and jo as
P* — g/* I ________ 9).
The question immediately arises: is this a general
form of the expression representing Ff ? To discover the
answer we investigate the origin of the force FT so that
it, and the result of its activity, may "be classified. Obvious-
ly this force has resulted directly from an ordinary (Newtonian)
acceleration, directed now along radial lines toward the center
of rotation, and the magnitude of the existing force will be
proportional to said existing radial acceleration. Let us
now briefly examine the relation of the force and motional
conditions in a channel through which a variation of the fluid
pressure is compensated for in the kinetic energy of the fluid.
Obviously for such an activity the acceleration of
the fluid is exactly proportional to the force condition exist-
ing, but this is exactly a description of the force condition
e::i sting because of said radial acceleration above. Ue con-
clude that a motion is certainly varied in the same degree by
a variation of the intensity of the force condition in either
activity. In the latter activity the following relations exist.
dh = j^dq
or F = cci z
where C represents the proportionality factor connecting the
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force F
,
due to a column of fluid of height h |*
,
and the
velocity cj caused by converting the static head h to a
kinetic head.
cjl* will thus represent for this column the change
of velooity caused through the channel with the difference
of head h |
z
. In the channel section where the velocity
q has attained a maximum value, the head h will have been
reduced to a minimum whence, the last equation may be stated
as: the decrease of force head, compensated for in kinetic
head, is proportional to the square of the velocity increase
caused thereby .
The force head F, obviously tends to increase the
velocity component and in view of the above we now con-
clude ; that the magnitude of the decrease of F, less than
its magnitude with qF =Q must be proportional to the square
of the existent magnitude of c^ p With ^f-° we have
whence in general with 0[ p> we have, in view of the above,
where it is necessary to disclose the form and value of the
factor C
In Article 42 it was discovered that with q e = c\f>
that the force Ff must vanish, which can only in general
be true for the above expression if C has the value
P
whence
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i—
1 ^ « C4
or
in which the constant C" is readily evaluated by assigning a
special value to . Thus with a^ p — zero c" and by
substitution we have
^ />
which is perfectly general and identically expression 91.
7/e note by inspection that the second term of the
right hand member of expression 90a is exactly equal to the
partial derivative of I with respect to jd holding o\
e
con-
stant and multiplied by p. whence by substitution
df_ *\u. + ng) I 92«
dip- P ^MeJ
If the rate of variation of head h with respect to
p is considered this expression reduces to
dh
_ [ £1 . (VI) 1 _ 9£b
Expressions 9Sa and 92b represent respectively the
variation of pressure and head of the fluid within a rotating
channel wherein the component c| e has been generated from a
centri-force cause, and with this restriction they are perfect-
ly general and applicable to all uses whether the compression
is simple or compound.
47. CO 10)1 TI Oil FOR .7LICE I VANISHES AND MANNER OP
VARIATION OF PRESSURE II CENTRIFUGAL HEAD. We will now
investigate the condition dF — dh. = o for these and higherdp dp
order derivatives. For this condition
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Differentiating 93 with respect to p there results
dp bp
where now the right hand side is exactly equal to
because the partial (,^\e contains no terms involving q e
T) = / all
dp V he.
similarly
77riting these equations in the implicit form we have
dp v 5/)2/') e
of which the left hand members are exactly equal to the de-
riVatiVGS
dj
,
di d^h
dp ) dip' dp"' 1
This forces the conclusion that for the condition in which the
first derivative -itl vanishes that likewise all higherdp
derivitives vanish. This condition can only be satisfied if
I vanishes whence; the state of motion is exactly centri-

vanescent or the force vanishes as obviously it should if the
potential variation ^ vanishes. Since now if any deriv-
ed
ative of the forms 4^ > vanishes all others of higher orders
op dJ5
likewise vanish we are forced to the further conclusion; that
the centrifugal compression curve has no maximum or minimum
points . The centrifugal pressure within a continuous rotating
channel cannot therefore under any circumstances have a
maximum or minimum value between the ends of the channel and
furthermore; if in a rotating channel the fluid pressure has
a maximum or minimum value between the ends of the channel,
there is a discontinuity in this sense
,
whence; any one
such differential equation as above will not fit the variation
for the whole channel. For complete solution such channels
must be divided into separate regions in some of which centri-
fugal head variations may exist and certainly in some others
pressure variations will be caused from other than centrifugal
effects. These conclusions are consistent with those arrived
at in Article 14 as regards the nature of the transformations
N in a pump activity for; if we have such a transfor-
mation terminally, it certainly will be possible to have a
minimum pressure between the inlet and exit of said channel.
48. PRESSURE INTEGRAL FOR CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSION.
I7e have from formula 92b the differential
as representing the differential increase of head due to cen-
trifugal compression. If there is an actual volume compres-
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sion it must be from kinetic energy and nance the differential
of head dh must have the form of a differential of kinetic
energy. For ah we may therefore substitute the product
VdP whence we have
VdP= 2_I dp
+(|^-) dp - - — 94
as the general differential expression where I is the functional
magnitude per unit weight.
Prom the formula 92a we have the same differential
involving the density LL as follows:
and writing the density term p with the differential dP
the expression becomes
v4P= if*r+%\W 95
where the left hand term represents the kinetic compression
which is thus consistent with our deductions as regards this
compression.
For complete integration of the right hand side of
the equation we must know the relation existing between o)e,cjp
,
and p . This integral is thus dependent on the path
of the integration. To integrate the left hand side of the
expression we must obviously know the relation existing be-
tween the volume and pressure variations of the fluid for the
kind of compression involved.
49. CONSERVATION EQUATIONS OF ACTIVITY, AND VARIA-
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TIONS OF PHYSICAL STATS OF MEDIA DURING COMPRESSION. For
the si.vple compression of compressible media we must have an
addition of heat -dM from external systems. Accordingly
we must before huilding up and applying our conservation
equations to include the above activities, have a means of
representing and defining this differential addition of energy
as heat.
During simple compression the volume of the medium
remains constant whence, no external work is done by it and
all the energy added as heat appears as increased intrinsic
and hence likewise configurational energy of the medium. The
quantity of heat flow is over the given path, now purely a
function of the variation of the physical state of the medium
caused thereby. I fc will be exactly an algebraic addition
to the configurational energy of the medium.
The differential conservation equation of activity
with zero heat flow can now be made applicable to the case
wherein heat flow takes place, as above specified, by merely
adding with the proper sign the above differential of heat
flow. For a positive flow as + dl) M to the central system,
the intrinsic energy will obviously be increased by exactly
this amount over its intensity without this addition. ' 'With-
out this addition the most general equation 16 may be written
in the form
dD + d$ Q +d^ + d$w = drc
or dD + d§ = dNC
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adding dl/ M ~ to both sides we have
dD+d#6+d#N+d$w+d$ M = dN;>dU M
or
dD + d«*=^dNJ>dU M
In these forms the equation may be used. For any pump activity
the term d$w will vanish and for simple compression with
-;ero decrease of pressure in the direction of flow the trans-
formation dl\L will likewise vanish.
The kind of compression during the activity will im-
mediately, from the physical state variations of the media
during compression, determine the quantity dU M and the re-
quired work of compression will determine the transformation
fd$ N • The transformation JdG$ will as explained
in Article 15 be determined by the variation of vertical posi-
tion of the media, and the total variation of the dynamic
energy desired will as a rule be known, so that the solution of
the equation reduces to an advantageous choice of the general
relations to exist between the destraint coordinates involved
in the terms dD, and d
DIFFERENTIAL STATE EQUATIONS DURING COMPRESSION CYCLE.
Jfe will next investigate the variations of physical state
during centrifugal compression. Since the energy of the medium
is a function of its physical state only we can obviously de-
termine the variation of the physical state if we know the
variation of its energy.
As the total differential d $ of the configurational
energy we have
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d § = d 4^-+- d <f> N..-*-d<£ M
where d <t> N . represents the transformations d$ G td$N •
From the thermodynamics* we have
dU =Y
v
dT + (T|e
-P)dY
and for d$ = dU +- d(P\f)
d<£ - rv dT + T|f dv +vdP
as the general differentials of the intrinsic and configuration-
al energy respectively, and where Y
v
represents the specific
heat at constant volume.
We have therefore the expression
d<5w +d$ N .+ dll M ex Yv dT +T§f dv + vdP 97a
as the general differential equation of the configurational
energy for the effects specified, where, since for any but
motor activities d'f'w vanishes, the terra d$ N « represents
exactly the transformation of the compression cycle which
must be compensated for in the kinetic energy, and which is
thus otherwise represented by the terms — il£i!3/and — VdP.
9
We arrive at the general relation
d# + dU* =, -VdP-HdUM = Yv dT-hT|^ dv+-VdP 97 b
the left hand side of which represents exactly the total
compensating energy for the compression cycle variation re-
presented by the right hand side. This equation is applicable
to all pump activities having energy transformations between
the central and external systems occur as work, and energy
flow as heat wholly compensated for in the intrinsic energy of
the central system.
*G. H. Bryan Thermodynamics, Art. 133.
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For an adiabatio compression dU M — whence 97b
reduces to
d* - -VdP - Yv dT + T-|f dv + vdP C]7C
For an isodynamic compression the intrinsic energy U
remains constant whence the heat flow must be such that
+ dU N .. = - dU w = c/M and the sum (dU N«+ dM y ) of their variation
vanishes. In other words dU vanishes and the left hand
side of 97b reduces to the differential d$ - dJ • To discover
the form of the left hand side we will first investigate the
general differential dU . 77e have from the foregoing, since
dU vanishes
y
y
dT+- (T-§f - P)dv =0 97d.
as a general relation to be satisfied for the isodynamic varia-
tions, This can only be generally satisfied if each term is
separately equal to zero. The first terra can obviously only
be equal to zero if dT-0 whence; during such a compression
the temperature must remain constant. The general equation
of the configurational energy variation reduces to the expression
d<£= -VdP= T#f dv+vdP 97d'
From the other terra of 97d we have the relation
T|f = P 97d"
as another condition of variation which will be satisfied during
the compression. From this equation we may obtain the pressure
volume relation obeyed on the compression curve for the medium
in question.
For a simple centrifugal compression now dv=o whence
the general expression for dU reduces to Yv dT and the
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quantity of heat which must be added is represented by the
expression
dU M = r v dT 97 e
where now d T represents the change of temperature necessary
to maintain a constant specific volume with the pressure in-
crease dP .
50. RELATION f(P,V) DURING COMPRESSION AND INTEGRAL
JVdP FOR PARTICULAR MEDIA.
INCOMPRESSIBLE MEDIA. For incompressible media such
as liquids the volume V will obviously be constant under all
conditions and hence the integral JvdP will always be represented
v/dP = VP|
(
- 98
For such media the adiabatic, isodynamic and simple
compressions will obviously be the same and each will require
zero work of compression. It does not follow however that there-
fore a compound compression, as we have defined it, cannot exist.
COMPOUND COMPRESSION OF LIQUIDS. Since liquids are
incompressible their intrinsic energy will be uneffected by a
reversible change of their kinetic energy. Therefore if we
have an actual continuous decrease of velocity of a liquid in
one part of the channel, without doing work thereby and with
no irreversible processes then; the decrease of kinetic energy
represented thereby must be compensated for in some other part
of the systems energy . This compensating transformation may
occur in three different ways.
We may suppose the channel to be horizontal and to have
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its area decreased farther on so that the increase of kinetic
energy thereby is exactly equal to the preceding decrease.
Secondly the channel may be vertical with the flow upwards when
the kinetic energy is converted to potential energy of the zero
order, and; thirdly the kinetic energy might be transformed to
intrinsic energy within a gaseous media by a volume displacement
method of compressing said media.
Such systems have in general three regions, namely;
that of the primary transformation , that of the compensating
transformation and that connecting the primary and compensating
regions oalled the transmitting region.
In the transmitting region the liquid is in a state
of force connecting the primary and compensating regions. The
energy for the displacement of the forces within the transmit-
ing region is supplied from the primary region and is given
to the compensating region at the same rate. The liquid with-
in tine transmitting region therefore may theoretically be re-
duced to a state of force of zero energy and still be the only
means of conveying energy from the primary to the compensating
region for; obviously if we enlarged a channels section until
its area is infinite, the liquid within this section will have
zero kinetic energy whereas that on either side of this section,
where the area is finite, will possess a finite amount of kin-
etic energy. Since we have a reversible conversion of kinetic
energy the intrinsic energy is constant throughout and may
thus be regarded as non-existent.
The liquid within the transmitting region is therefore
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to be regarded merely as a means of conveying energy from
the primary to the compensating regions, and whose energetic
state is independent of that of the liquid in the primary re-
gion. The energetic state of the liquid in the compensating
region is likewise independent of that in the transmitting re-
gion, hut wholly dependent on that in the primary region*
For a compound centrifugal compression of a liquid the
energy of compression now can obviously not appear as intrin-
sic energy within the liquid. We conclude therefore that we
have exactly such a system as above described, and in which
the primary region is that in which the kinetic energy is de-
creasing, where the liquid in the rotating channel beyond
this section of decrease, and possibly also in it, is that of
the transmitting region and where in general the compensating
region will be located in the stationary parts beyond the
rotating channel, unless; said channel has repeated regions
in which the radial velocity is first increased and then de-
creased.
In order to realize compound compression for a liquid
we must of course design the destraints and quanstraints so
that it will be a forced condition of activity. The forego-
ing general design equations with the analysis in Chapter II
offer sufficient direction with which to proceed.
ADIA3ATIC COMPRESSION OP PERFECT CASES. As the general
law of the compression cycle we have
d<$ = -v dP = Yv dT -t-T^dv + v dP - (97
c
The characteristic equation of the gas is
PV = BT
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whence =
YTe have, also, from the thermodynamics, the relation
B - V p - y y
7/ith these substitutions in the above expression we obtain
after integration
J
f
- J- VdP = (pv) |" 99a
where k= -^e and where Y p represents the specific heat at
constant pressure. Before we can substitute the limiting
values of the product (PV) in the above expression, we must
have the law of pressure-volume variation during adiabatic
compression. I7e arrive at this law as follov/s.
On the compression curve the kinetic variation — VdP
will be exactly compensated for in the intrinsic energy dU.
For this period of compression therefore the relation
_VdP= dU
./ill be satisfied, or,
-VdP= Y¥ dT+(T^- P)dV
After substituting the foregoing conditions and integrating we
arrive at the expression
PV K = constant - -- - - - - - 99b
This is the law of congpression. Prom it we can determine for
2
any pressure variation J&P likewise the corresponding volume
variation.
In a similar manner we might develop expressions for
the kinetic compensation and the pressure -volume relations
during the adiabatic compression cycle for other substances.
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The above relations are however sufficient] y accurate, in the
present state of our knowledge of the properties of them, for
most media which would be so compressed practically.
In this expression k takes the following values
for the fluids specified
Fluid k
Perfect gases 1.41
Vapor of carbon dioxide (superheated) 1.29
Vapor of sulphur dioxide (superheated) 1.28
Vapor of ammonia ( superheated) 1.33
Vapor of water (superheated) 1.31
ISODYHAMIC COMPRESSION OF PERFECT CASES. As the
differential state equation for the compression cycle we
have from the foregoing
d4> = -\/dP = T!S<*v +-vdP (9? d'
After substituting for ^ from the perfect gas equation
PV = BT
and integrating we obtain the expression
jT^dt -^VdP- (PV))" - \oo
which represents the energy equation for the compression cycle
For the general relation satisfied on the compression curve
we have
Tff = P (97d"
where for a perfect gas ^ = whence by substitution
the equation
TB = PV
is arrived at, where now T is a constant. The pressure
volume law during compression is therefore represented by the
equation
*
PV = constant c BT - - — ~ — - — — JOO
where B represents the gas constant and T the temperature
at which the compression takes place. The value of B for
any gas or highly superheated vapor may be calculated in Eng-
lish units (ft. lbs.) from the relation
R - JL = '5*^
m m
where m is the molecular weight of the medium.
MOH-EXISTENGE OF ISODYNAMIS COMPRESSION FOR SATURATED
VAPORS. A saturated vapor is incapable of undergoing suoh
a compression. This conclusion may be arrived by inspection
of expression 97d" together with the characteristic equa-
tion of a saturated vapor. This for a vapor is of the form
f CRT) -0 whence, the partial -^4=1 will be in terms of con-
stants and the terperature only, and the latter is also com-
stant for an isodynamic compression. The left hand side of
97d" will for this case therefore be constant whence the right
hand side must be constant. V/e conclude that no pressure
volume relation for isodynamic compression exists for satura-
ted vapors.
SIMPLE COMPRESSION OF COMPRESSIBLE MEDIA. Since
the volume V is constant we have
\lj dp = v pf 101 a
and a3 the heat which must be added during compression to keep
the volume constant
which expression has for integration limits the terperatures
accompanying the pressure variations when the volume is main-
tained constant.
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Host aotiial compressions will fall between the isodynamic
and the adiabatic compression. That is some heat will leave
the fluid so that the compression will not be adiabatic. Neither
will it be isodynamic as, to maintain a constant temperature
during compression would impose impractical condition of con-
struction.
If we knew for the practical case the exact quantity and
its rate of flow of the heat dMy we could by a complete in-
tegration of expression 97b arrive at the exact pressure volume
law for the case in question. For most practical cases it will
however be convenient and sufficiently accurate to assume that
it will be of the form
PV n constant 102.
where it will be necessary to discover the value of n for
which the equation most nearly represents the change. This
value will obviously in general lie between unity and K and
may be said to depend on the efficiency of compression referred
either to the isothermal or adiabatic compressions as a standard.
Having deterraned the kind of compression so that as
above we may integrate the left hand side of the centrifugal
pressure equation 95, it is merely necessary to substitute on
the right hand side for q e and a^p their equivalents e-ycoscr
and r sin <f> respectively, assign the general relations of
the path and integrate. The resulting equation will be a de-
sign formula for the particular field it covers. TCe must
however in choosing the general path relations confine our
choice to the region within which equilibrium is possible.
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CHAPTER VI.
CONSTRAINT VARIATIONS FOR Y.HICH EQUILIBRIUM IS POSSIBLE.
51, CONSTRAINT RESTRICTIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM OF ACT-
IVITIES Y/HEREIN FLUID MOTIONS ARE IN CENTRI-VANESCENT STATE.
If during flow, the variation of the fluids physical configur-
ation is such as to exactly conform to the channel through
which it is flowing and zero dissipation of energy available
for zero order activity occurs, then the activity, or flow,
may be said to exist in the condition of transformation equil-
ibrium, or, in a state of continuous physical continuity.
If the zero ord r fluid motions are in the centri-
vanescent state, then certainly physical continuity is possi-
ble for any continuous destraint contour of such length, that
the fluid is physically capable of undergoing (while in said
state of transformation equilibrium) the variations of physical
configuration nec.ssary to have the flow exactly conform to
the variation of quanstraint of tho channel. Y/e shall call
such continuity the CPU FISPRAT I ONAL CON T INUITY to distinguish
it from the ordinary mass continuity , and shall arrive at the
relations between the coordinates determining these limiting
rates of quanstraint variation, for configurational continuity,
in the following articles on continuity.
52. MASS CONTINUITY. Obviously through any con-
tinuous channel the weight of fluid per unit time must be the
same for all cross sections, and the fundamental equation of
continuity has the form
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where A represents the area of cros.; section, r the relative
velocity and the density. This eouation may be written aaA--C
whence "by differentiation with respect the distance x along
the channel v.e have
—
v
^Fx q 104.
This with the relation
- VdP =
^
cjdq _ _ _ 105
and the eouation
f(P,V,T.)
of the transformation, will be sufficient to completely deter-
mine the quanstraint variation if we assume that the fluid is
going to be physically capable of undergoing, at the rates as-
signed, the variations of physical configuration necessary to
have the flow, in the equilibrium state, exactly conform to
the channel.
If is conceivable that if the fluid were weightless
and hence its mass inertia vanished, that then its flow could,
even during the equilibrium state, conform to the channel
for any rates of quanstraint variation consistent with the con-
dition of mass continuity 103. Since however all actual fluids
have mass inertia, then, certainly the second condition,
which
we have called the configurations! continuity,
must likewise
be satisfied for such flow.
m
53. CQNSTGUBATIOHAL CONTINUITY. Referring to
figure 10a, there is represented a lamina of fluid b-D
containing an elementary mass m flowing through the channel
F/g. fOcr.
/y
y
y
ng. /Ob.
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of which q' - a' represents a tangent to the surface contour
line a ~ a
. In the position p the element m has a mo-
tional direction coinciding with the stream line tangent C-c
whose angularity with the instantaneous direction of the axis
7f - 7C is represented by X . For configurational continuity
of flow, that is to have the flow conform to the quanstraint
variation, the element m must obviously have a component of
relative velocity r
y
at right angles to the axis * - X as well
as the component rr in the direction of said axis.
Only two motional compononts of the fluid have been
considered, namely; that along any diameter y-y and that at
right angles to this and along the axis * - ~x . In general,
motion in space has three orthogonal components whence, we
must for a complete description of the motion also investigate
the motion component normal to the -x y plane.
Referring to figure 10b we have thero represented
a cross-section of the channel normal to the axis "X- "X so
that the axis z. - z. is now normal to any plane ~xy . The axis
y-y may be coincident with any diameter of the channel, and
the axis z - z. will thus be normal to the plane containing this
diameter and the ch-.nnels axis.
For continuity of flow through the channel the element m will
have, at any and every instant, equal pressures on its opposite
faces normal to the axis z.-z. for; certainly with a homegoneous
fluid flowing through a chnnnel whose cross-section is normal
to the axis 'X. - x there will be concentric linear regions, as
I, and / a of eoual pressure about the said axis. At any
point on such lines the axis - z. is tangent to them whence,
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in the direction z the
-variation of pressure vanishes.
If this is true there is zero force condition causing
the relative motion in the axis z - z. and we conclude, that
the relative whirling motion of the particle m amoiuit the
axis n- x (if not zero) is vanishingly small. It follows
that the centers of gravity of all particles m will move in
diametrical planes xy stationary with respect the channel.
Since each and every particle may in the limit he taken so
small as to shrink into a mass point, then it follows that for
such flow, every particle of the fluid moves only radially and
axially relative the channel and, the fluids motion is complete-
ly described in terms of its motion along the y and y axes.
The angularity "C of the stream line c-c will, for
configurational continuity, obviously be zero for the point p
in the axis * - * and equal to T, when it is at the surface
element a~a . Certainly now for continuity the stream line
direction will vary so that a relation
tan I = c, f (^) - _ ______ ,07
exists; where c, = tan T, ? y represents the radial distance to the
channels surface from its axis at the cross-section under con-
sideration, and y represents the radial distance from said axis
to the elementary mass of said section under consideration.
The function f(X) must obviously have such a form, if
continuity is to exist, that its magnitude increases in a finite
ratio continuously with y and that for y=0 it likewise van-
ishes and for y-y, it assumes the value of unity. For any
form of the function fulfilling these conditions, (even though
the assumed form may not at all points exactly lead to the

actual stream line tangent) certainly at the channel surface, or a
a differential distance therefrom, the tangent value arrived at by
the assumed form will, to the first order of small quantities, be
exactly the actual tangent and hence here errors vanish to said
first order of small quantities.
Accordingly we assume for the surface conditions,
that this function has the form
f(f,) = ^ 107 a
whence the relation
tan! = c,^- - -- -- -- - 107 b
is true.
Letting and Y
y
represent the components of the
elements relative velocity, we have for conf igurational continuity
the relation
ry =r x c.f(^) 108
Differentiating with respect to tine
Multiplying by ^ and substituting from 108 for Ty expression
109 is arrived at
We have discovered in Article 29 that the normal
velocity cj
n
of any particle in the axis must be exactly equal
to the normal velocity of the channels axis % - -X whence;
Cjn = 5/ncr- e
where cr is the angularity of said axis with the direction of
motion e . If now during an infinitesimal displacement there
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is a variation (dcr
)
de) in the direction and velocity of the chan-
nel hen obviously a particle in the axis will have, as before
shown, its i b solute normal velocity varied by an amount
c\c\^ = sino~de -+- e. cost de
This variation is however, as before explained,
wholly caused by sur ace normal reactions and the energy compen-
sated for is wholly zero order kinetic. The confidurational state
(U+PV) of the fluid is thus not effected by such a variation.
If now th.re is a variation dry of the relative velocity normal
to the axis it will (since the normal velocity of the axis * -X is
exactly the absolute normal velocity, the particle has when Ty
is equal to zero) obviously be exactly a variation dq y of the.
absolute velocity normal to the axis , and it can only be c LSed
by a force existing by virtue of the normal pressure variation
of the fluid medium of which the considered element is a part.
Hence the expression
M dxy _ ^ <?jqy = Fv - - - — I/O
"T dt 9 ^rt y
represents the normal force on the particle causing the acceler-
ation diy
'
dt
,
We have furthermore from Article SO, when ao\ Y
vanishes, the relation,
dr - B ( ©rV = 0*
and in general
,
dr - 5 (e^ = dq r
or dr- cos <J~de = dc\
where CT is, as before -entioner, the angularity of the
channels
axis whence, Y and o\ would likewise be considered
in exact-
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ly this direction. It follows that the relation
d Yt - CO 5 cr de = do\ r
is true.
Solving for d K
x
and dividing by dt we have
4f* = Cos <r 4l +
eft dt dt
Kov. dt = and ^ s= whence "by substitution
T dt 9 A dx rx
Substituting 110 and 111 in 109, the expression
f> = c . f (-y,) [i 1 ^ - H +f c *^ f ( y.
)
df ( *
)
is arrived at, where Fy = — -if and — —
Substituting these equivalents in this expression
it is now represented as follows:
dP =
At the channels surface the function may,
as before stated, be assumed to have the form whence for
the value y - y, the above expression reduces to
Y*-r a + ( S- X coscr de _ dP )c + d_E -
1?y/* 1 1 9 x 1 ay
we v;ill nov; denote the expression Vx by
and the expression ^ CCS (T-M. by C 3 whence;
y, d X y ' dy
Solving for C, and dividing by y ( we have
y
< 2 c
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As y, approaches zero, the point p approaches
the axis X -x and for this condition the angularity I approach-
es zero. The ratio %- = taf] h approaches the value zero since,
for an inf initesimally small angle dT the adjacent side of
the angle is parallel to the hypotenuse and hence of infinite
length. Thus in the limit when y
(
= d y then tangent dT, —
g Y/ whence;
oo
limit of SLl - tmJL ~ dy, _ zero#
Vi dy, oo dy
t
_ expansion Ap
. ,
.For an oxp.coo ion, is negative whence the
right hand side of 112 can only vanish if the plus sign is used
with the radical, and 112 is written as
r -r +- dP ±\/(r -AE\ Z _. ill dP
This is the form of expression to be applied to channels through
wi:ich the pressure is dropping.
For a compression — is positive whence in gen-
eral the right member can only vanish if the negative sign is
used with the radical and we have
y
. 2 C y
Ay - - - - nab
•2.
as the form of the expression to "be applied to channels through
which the pressure is increasing.
Before expressions 112a and 112b can be solved the
d P d P*
relation existing between the rates -jjjj- and must
be known. To determine these the following four cases re investi-
gated.D
54. I. CONDITIOH OF COLEFIGUBATIONAl CONTINUITY FOR
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EXPANSION IN DIVERGING CHANNEL. For this case we use formula
(112a) where now obviously the rates and will
be negative. Referring to figure 11, m represents an element
of fluid having velocity Y in some direction as shown. At a giv-
en instant of time the pressure variation is such that in the di-
rection * the rate of variation is -tf and in the direction
y it is . Obviously these rates of variation are dependent
on the difference in pressure on the sides of the cube and its di-
mensions only, and are wholly independent of its direction of mo-
tion and its velocity. It is true of course that the motion q
of the element m is dependent on the forces, and the time of
their action, to which it lias been subjected up to the time of con
sideration from some reference time and state, but the forces Fx
and Fy to which it is subjected at any instant; are dependent only
on the pressure conditions surrounding it at that instant.
mwa- F F _ dP and for thelnus, ry - dy > * ~ dK
flow under consideration
If we consider, of a perfect fluid, an element in
space, and suddenly cause the surrounding pressure to
vanish, the
certainly it will expand at equal spac e rates along, all lines
radiating from its center. In the flow through the
channel an
expansion occurs, in which the space rate of pressure
variation
is, as shown, limited to the xy planes. With
respect the el-
ement m now the expansion can certainly not
ccur at a greater
space rate in the direction y than it can in
the direction X
but in the limiting ideal conditions it can,
in view of the above
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obviously occur in this direction at just as great a rate. For
the ideal condition of expansion through the channel, the critical
ratio of the space rates of pressure variation are thus expressed
as
_
-
_ dEdy
or 4^
d P 1
d x
For the actual conditions now, in which the imperfec-
tions of the real fluids and channel surfaces enter, it is reason-
able to suppose since the X - ~X axis is the principle axis of
pressure drop, that it will be impossible to attain a rate -4^
dP dVas great as — and accordingly the critical ratio is repre-
sented by the expression
oLl
dx
* = f
where the factor ^ will be less than unity. In this sense it
will be a measure f the degree of y.erfectness of the actual con-
HP A Pditions referred to the condition — as a standard of
perfection for the expansion and it may properly be called the
EX? Alio I OH FACTOR. Obviously the magnitude of can be de-
termined from data obtained under the actual condition of practice.
substituting the critical ratio in 112a the expres-
sion __ c - dP +-\/Yc 7 --^n 2-!- • dP . 1/
is arrived at.
The magnitude I| of X , as solved for from
this expression will be called its critical magnitude to denote
that for all angularities I, < configurational continuity of the
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fluid is possible whereae, for angularities I, > if configur
ational continuity is not possible.
In a special case in which the channel velocity e
is constant bhe variation de vanishes whence C g = zero and
expression 113a reduces to
y« 2. c
21 — _ _ ||3 q'
in which form it is exactly applicable to all channels v/herein
e is constant. In a further specification e will be constant
at zero, when the channel is stationary. For this case the rel-
ative velocity rx in the constant
°e 9" ' x
will be exactly the velocity of flow q K at the section under con-
sideration.
If for such a system we consider a fluid of unit
density flowing with unit velocity when the rate of pressure va-
riation is unity we arrive for ideal conditions - a^ the
critical magnitude of 62 at a radius y of unity. Obviously
as the velocity K"x and the rate increases this critical
magnitude decreases.
For mass continuity the rate iiff is itself of
a x
course a function of the angularity. In the solution we may as-
sume however a given length of channel with the assumed pressure
drop there through. This will determine, for the example, the
rate • '.7ith this rate then, and the velocity Yy as cal-d x
culated for various sections we may by substitution in the critic
T c
al relation determine the critical magnitude ^ for the vari-
ous sections. If these are greater than the actually required
\
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angularity I of the surface as calculated from the condition
of ass continuity, then in the actual channel the configurat ion-
al continuity of the fluid medium is at least, for "he condition;
considered, possible when the flow conforms to the channel. If
however the actual angularities as calculated are greater than
then configurat ional continuity of the fluid is impossible when
the flow conforms to the channel and we conclude that the flow
can not in this case confoim to the channel.
55. II. CONDITION QF CONFIGURAT IONAL CONTINUITY
FOB EXPANSION IN CONVERGING CHANNEL. For this case the angular-
ity I, is obviously negative. Equation 112a can only satis-
d P
fy this condition with a negative rate if the magnitude
of the radical term is less than Qj 3 -h il£ ] whence,
must be positive, or the pressure must increase radially out-
wards from the axis of the converging channel.
j p
The rate of pressure variation + is caused by
the decrease of velocity component — Ty tov/ard the axis X
of the channel. This condition of normal flow is of exactly the
nature of fluid flow from a region of low pressure to one of
higher pressure and in the limit the rate and hence the
xate -gE may for such flow have any magnitude whatsoever.dy ip
If however for the channel in consideration the rate is
greater than its value determined from the relation
then the radical of expression 112a becomes imaginary and we
conclude that for such a condition configurati onal continuity
and hence equilibrium is impossible . The oritical value of
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i is thus for this case determined from the relation caus-
ing said radical to vanish, whence we have
113 b
V- i7c 2
as the critical relation between tho coordinates. Suppose
however that — T, is actually greater than its critical mag-
nitude as calculated from the above and that there is actually
an opening at the end of the converging nozzle. In the limit
X
(
= 90° and the opening would be exactly an orlice in a flat
plate. Relation 113b therefore determines the limiting
angularity of approach to an orfice, for configurational con -
tinuity of flow .
Here as before we have C 3 vanishing for constant e
whence the above expressions reduce to
dy 4c 2 V ax )
and o — _d_P±± - - /|3b'
y,
in which forms they apply also to stationary channels.
56. III. CONDITION OP CONFIGURATIONAL CONTINUITY
FOR COMPRESSION IH A DIVERGING CHANNEL. For this case we have
d P
the general relation 112b in which both the rates anddx
s£- would be considered positive. V/e have, as before, the
A P
maximum value of for configurational continuity repre-
sented by
__
_y_ [ c _p
dp] 2
and as the critical ratio
° 3 ^Tx _ _ _ _ (15 C
y> 2. c e
which is exactly expression 113b with the positive instead of
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the minut sign. We conclude that expansion through a con-
verging ohannel is exactly the reverse of compression in a
diverging channel. The critical magnitudes of the angles
are equal for both cases "but of opposite cense with respect
to the direction of flow.
57. IV. IMPOSSIBILITY OF CGNTIIJUITY FOR COMPRESSION
IB A CONVERGING CHANNEL. As above both 4^ and -4^7 are
positive whence (~y~) can only be negative if the radical of
112b is greater than — Cc 3 + 4£]. Such a real result is not
obtainable from this expression, and v/e conclude that configura-
tional continuity, and honce equilibrium, does not exist for
such flow.
58. CONSTRAINT RESTRICTIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM OF
ACTIVITIES '.THEREIN FLUID MOTIONS ARE III CENTRI-FORCE STATE.
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS. For incompressible fluids
the intrinsic energy is uneffected by the compression, and we
have for all cases a purely zero order dynamic activity. All
of the active forces and relative motions with which we are
concerned here, are therefore of the zero order only. Under
such conditions equilibrium is always possible when J;he relative
motions of the zero order are continuous, and this is obviously
always a possible condition for any destraint contour which
is continuous and as before, of sufficient length for the
configarational continuity.
COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS FOR SIMPLE COMPRESSION. For
simple compression of a compressible fluid the volume is
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maintained constant at exactly '.he pressure variation caused
by centrifugal compression. The relation of ::ero order physi -
cal coordinates is for these cases therefore maintained
exactly as though the fluid where incompressible . It follows
that the relation of physical rariations of this order for
possible equilibrium will bo exactly as that for the incom-
pressible .
COLlPi^ESSIBLE FLUIDS FOR COMPOUND COMPRESSION. For
the compound compression of compressible fluids there is an
actual decrease of volume with increase of pressure of the
fluid. We have shown that the only source, for the necessary
work of compression in such cases, is from the radial com-
ponent of the fluids kinetic energy. The kinetic compression
is represented by formula 95 as follows:
vdP = JaL_^£l . dp _ | V dV - - -(9 r
where Ifdcfj, represents exactly the differential of the
radial component of the kinetic energy, and which for the
case of kinetic compression will be positive, as dc\j? will
be negative whence; 95 would be written as:
Now the work of kinetic compression must, for
equilibrium, be exactly equal to the above differential of
the radial component of the kinetic energy or; for equilibrium
without irreversibilities the equation
- VdP=
^
<j/>dq f
must be true.
This relation can obviously only be true if the
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relation z t
9 P
is satisfied during the change. The change occurs during a
radial displacement dp of the fluid and hence dp can
not lie zero whence; as the general destraint condition for
possible equilibrium for the compression we have
<\ ? f C\ e
This is identically trie ratio 85a between the peripheral and
relative radial velocities of the fluid for centri-vanescence
and the vanishing of I whence; for compound compression of
compressible fluids equilibrium does not exist .
If now it is desirable to have a kinetic compression
in the rotating element then for equilibrium it will be
necessary to first increase the component c\o to such a mag-
nitude that the relation
is satisfied. In this state of motion centri-vanescence exists
whence; the motion component cj e has generated into a recti-
linear component. If now without increasing c^ e from a
centri-force origin, we increase the pressure of the fluid at the
expense of o\ p then during the compression equilibrium is
certainly possible. Furthermore if after having reached the
centri-vanescent state the component cj e is maintained com-
~tant it will certainly be uneffocted from a centri-force cause
and we conclude; that in general, during the kinetic compression
of fluid media in rotating channels the motion component 6|e
sh ould remain constant .
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If at the "beginning of the compression the compo-
nent C\p be greater by a sufficient amount then its magni-
tude q p - c\ e and the compression ceases when the relation
qp ^ Cje is still satisfied, then obviously the state of
motion will bo centri-vanoscent regardless of hov/ c\ is
varied during the compression, and for such cases q e need
not be maintained constant. In general however it will
not be possible to, form a centri-force cause, increase the
magnitude of (\p over its magnitude <^ e whence, the
foregoing conditions must be satisfied during the compression.
59. EQUILIBRIUM DURING VARIATION OF TERMINAL CON-
DITIONS. In designing the transformer for equilibrium of
a given activity we involve the coordinates e
>
cr
; r,
q , I ; P; and V of which the first three pertain to the
mechanical constraints, the next three to the fluids motions
and the last two to the physical configuration of the fluid.
There exists such a relation between these coordinates that
none of them may be varied independently of the others and
still maintain the activity in equilibrium. For instance
if the terminal pressure P of a compressible fluid is
varied, then likewise in general will the specific volume V be
varied and the velocities Y and q .
The only way therefore, in which the activity can
be in equilibrium in the varied state, is by having the mechan-
ical constraints vary with the other coordinates so that contin-
uity is forced condition for; obviously the probability of find-
ing a medium whose physical variation, for the activity men-
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tioned, would be such as to have continuity, for the same mechani-
cal constraints, for all rates of activity is very small. We con-
clude that for equilibrium to exist during variation of the rate o
activity in a given transformer, that the mechanical constraints
must be varied in such a manner, that continuity is a forced con-
dition of the activity.
60. CONTINUITY AT DISCHARGE BBfWBSN MOVING AND STA-
TIONARY CHANNELS. At discharge between moving and stationary
channels discontinuities occur in the channel walls and possibly
in the force state of the motion. For instance, if in the moving
channels the motions are in the centri-force state then certainly
such a discontinuity will occur for; in the stationary channels
all motions are in the centri-vanescent state.
For continuity of flov; the fluid stream lines must
certainly be continuous and we conclude that between the station-
ary and moving element the angularity (T of the walls must vary
so as to maintain the continuity of the stream lines.
Since now, as above otherwise stated, the function
or constraint I vanishes in stationary channels, then, in zero
time interval beyond either terminal of the moving channel,
centrifugal forces vanish and hence, the differential of time
dt of their action or effect likewise vanishes within these
regions. It follows that the product; rate of effect into timg of
effect vanishes at any and all instants in which the fluid parti-
cle is outside the moving channel . We are therefore concerned,
in the region between stationary and moving channels, with
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exactly the conditions of equilibrium and continuity as for sta-
tionary channels.



